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Thirty-three young Black men of the Post-Hip Hop Generation (ages 18-25) in 

Austin, TX, participated in a qualitative study centering on questions investigating Black 

manhood, media use, and the consumption of popular cultural products. Further, the 

researcher examined representations of Black men throughout music videos, films, and 

MySpace profiles. The purpose of this study was to enhance our knowledge about how 

Black manhood is being defined, conceptualized, and expressed by young Black men, 

and how significant media and cultural consumption plays a role in their lives. This study 

probes six questions:      

RQ1: How do young Black males interpret the images and messages about Black 

men from mainstream media? 

RQ2: What types of cultural products are being consumed by young Black men? 

Why do they consume them?  

RQ3: How do young Black males define Black manhood?  
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RQ4: Do these cultural products influence the ways that young Black men 

define/express Black manhood? If so, how? 

Focus group sessions were conducted throughout the study, which were video 

recorded and transcribed. Transcriptions were then imported into a qualitative software 

program known as Atlas.ti, where statements related to the purpose of the study were 

coded and analyzed. These coded statements were then compared to observations made 

by the researcher from the examined media representations.      
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CHAPTER ONE- INTRODUCTION 
 
Black Manhood in New Millennial “America” 

 
As a young Black media studies scholar, I spiritually gravitated towards 

examining the role that media plays in our lives and communities. Like many scholars 

within the field of Black Popular Culture my earlier research studies tended to focus on 

the various stereotypical representations of Blacks in film and television. As my 

understanding of the word ‘media’ began to broaden and new media technologies 

circulated more widely throughout society, the nature of my research began to reflect this 

shift. Now understanding the power of the media industry’s ability to disseminate 

meaning and culture through not only images but also the products that we buy, I began 

to interrogate the significance of my former focus. For me, representational research 

became increasingly less significant as it did not delve far enough into how these 

portrayals were impacting society. Identity formation research was now my main interest 

within this field, as I now explore how contemporary media impacts our desires, 

development, and representation of self.   

The new millennium has brought about several new resolutions to the forefront of 

the agenda of problems to solve amongst the Black communities. Crisis rhetoric about 

Black America is common in conferences, conventions, and media coverage of the plight 

of African Americans. Whether it is: Prison, gun violence, drugs, gangs, single parent 

households, HIV/AIDS, high school drop outs, college enrollment, unemployment, or the 

state of Black families there is one consistent theme: Black males are at the core of the 

problem. In fact, this generation of young black males are portrayed as a different or 
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“new breed”. It also seems popular to not even recognize them as ‘men’, but as 

proverbial ‘boys’ in men’s bodies. Are Black men of the current and emerging 

generations at greater risks than previous ones? Has this generation of Black males 

changed? And/or has the definition of Black manhood changed? 

Growing up in “middle class” environments as a Black youth in Northern 

California, I became an avid consumer of television. Though my television viewership 

was limited by my parents to only weekends (as weekdays were ‘supposed’ to be for 

school) I still watched television voraciously throughout my ‘youthhood’, even at the 

threat and many times distribution of disciplinary actions. However, this wasn’t abnormal 

of my Black male peers. In fact, now looking back in retrospect, one of the reasons that I 

was so enthralled with the television was that I seriously trailed them in my viewership. 

This heavily impacted my ability to be knowledgeable of current events and trends, and 

ultimately my ability to be socially respected or accepted by my Black peers (both male 

and female). Similar was the case with keeping up with fashionable attire, consumer 

products, and activities amongst my Black male peers. However, I surrendered this battle 

due to the illegal measures that I would have to engage in to acquire these products, and 

the fact that the discipline meted out by my parents would be too severe. For me, 

television (along with athletics and daily but usually brief social engagements) became 

my main modes of maintaining respectability amongst my Black male peers. However, 

many others that I knew in similar positions were unable to maintain this status.  

The popularity of criminalizing, demonizing, and infantilizing Black men through 

the media has become commonplace, and often blurs the line between reality and fantasy. 
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Also what seems to be prevalent is the media’s ability to tap into an internal emotion of 

fascination, enjoyment, and/or comfort within society to view Black men within the strict 

confines of entertainment media (particularly Hip Hop culture). From the recent news of 

O.J. Simpson, Plexico Burgess, Michael Vick, and R. Kelly, to the so-called ‘bad boy’ 

reputations of Allen Iverson, Pac’man Jones, Bobby Brown, and Latrell Sprewell, the 

popularization of 50 Cent, Ice Cube, Ice-T, Snoop Dogg, Tupac Shakur, Ludacris, The 

Game, Method Man and other ‘Gangsta’ rappers, the criminalized image of the Black 

male is frequently broadcast throughout popular media outlets. These and other popular 

and stereotypical representations of Black males have had a profound impact on the 

Black community as society becomes further engulfed in media and technology.      

In fact, recent studies show that Blacks in the U.S. are among the highest 

consumers of media; with eighty four percent of Black households having either cable or 

satellite and spending on average nearly fifty five hours per week online (Black America 

Today 2007). Furthermore, studies have shown that nearly half the time when Blacks are 

watching television they are watching images that are focused on African American 

culture (2007). With Black manhood now in “crisis” mode, a large constituency of Black 

men being misrepresented throughout popular media, and the fact that Blacks in the US 

now spend close to one trillion dollars annually (Selig Center for Economic Growth 

2009), prompted me to formulate four research questions.   

• RQ1: How do young Black males interpret the representations of Black 

men in mainstream media? 

• RQ2: What types of media products do young Black men consume?  
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• RQ3: How do young Black males define Black manhood?  

• RQ4: Do these cultural products influence how young Black men 

define/express Black manhood?  

Throughout this study, I will utilize the terms Black and African American 

interchangeably, as both are currently in popular usage to racially categorize individuals 

of African descent. In addition, the terms media industry and culture industry are also 

widely used throughout this study; and are interchangeable due to my association of the 

media industry as part of the larger culture industry. These terms refer to multinational 

corporations that mass-produce goods and/or shared identities in order to create and 

disseminate culture. Furthermore, this study is also centered on ‘Black manhood/Black 

masculinity’, which I intentionally keep separate from the dominant notions and usage of 

‘manhood/masculinity’. This is due in large to the fact that Black males have a shared 

experience vastly different from the experiences of “dominant” or White males (Baruti 

2004; Akbar 1991).        

The purpose of conducting this research study is to explore the relationship 

between Black manhood and the Black popular culture industry throughout the Post-Hip 

Hop Generation (African Americans born after 1984). However, prior to obtaining an 

understanding of that relationship it is important to acquire a firm grasp onto each 

individual concept and the contexts from which each was conceived and used in this 

study. ‘Black manhood’ and ‘Black Popular Culture’ are both multifaceted terminologies 

that can be interpreted in a myriad of ways and have generated discourse amongst 

scholars for several generations. This goes in contrast to the term ‘Post-Hip Hop 
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Generation’ which was only recently formulated and has yet to be widely conceptualized, 

recognized, and accepted amongst scholars in the field and society at large.  

It is important to recognize and research the current and emerging generation of 

young Black men. Similar examinations (Hurt 2005; Watkins 2005; Hopkinson & Moore 

2006; Patton 2009) cease with those of the Hip Hop Generation. It is within these 

contemporary spaces of Black manhood and Black Popular Culture that I feel this study 

effectively contributes to an established field. Chapter two is an exhaustive literature 

review of contemporary and historical bodies of work within the field of Black Popular 

Culture. Chapter three discusses the methods and procedures utilized to collect, analyze 

and compare the data throughout the study. In chapter four, the data extracted from the 

examined media and the focus group sessions is summarized, highlighted, and discussed. 

The final chapter provides an overview of the study, and incorporates my personal 

outlook on future scholarship.                    

Terminologies Contextualized  

Black Manhood 
 
For consolidative and foundational purposes of this term, I use socio-

criminologist Elijah Anderson’s ‘code of street theory’ (1994; 1999; 2002) as a 

framework. Anderson’s theory is relatively new and is being slowly accepted amongst 

others in the field (Stein 1995; Simons and Steward 2009). His theory consists of 

elements from Sutherland’s ‘differential association theory’ and Durkheim’s ‘theory of 

anomie’ as they all premise criminality as social constructions (Stein 1995; Sutherland 

1942; Orru 1983). In Anderson’s study of a predominantly African American community 
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in an inner-city Philadelphia neighborhood, Black manhood was inextricably linked to 

the ability to navigate throughout hostile environments and situations. Similar to Cohen’s 

analysis on ‘delinquent subculture’ (1955) and Kelley’s (1994) examination of Black 

male resistance throughout the labor market and other spaces, Anderson positions ‘street 

culture’ amongst inner city African American males as an essential component within 

their development. He describes the blockage of social and economic resources to many 

inner city youth, heavily influences them to express themselves in different ways. In turn, 

with endeavors to acquire social acceptance, many young men find solace in embracing 

unique and fashionable lifestyles as extensions of their manhood. He mentions that in 

these environments, simultaneous control over both their physical bodies as well as their 

mental state is of the utmost importance as it becomes necessary in order to be respected.        

“For many inner-city youths, manhood and respect are two sides of the same 
coin; physical and psychological well-being are inseparable, and both require a sense of 
control, of being in charge (E. Anderson 1999).  
 

It is within this context that Black manhood and respectability become 

synonymous with one another throughout my study. Though Anderson’s study focuses 

primarily on the value system of adolescent populations in street culture, his analysis is 

pertinent due to his assertion that Black male respectability is ‘validated’ within these 

environments. He illustrates that in order for their manhood to be authenticated (i.e.- 

considered “a real man”) they must adhere to this ‘code’ by building a respectable ‘name’ 

or reputation, and protect it at all costs. Anderson explains this code as shared knowledge 

and/or operating assumptions communicated between young Black males. He contends 

that understanding this code is vital for Black men to survive and to be accepted amongst 
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their peers. Social, cultural, familial, physical, biological, mental, economical, personal, 

and spiritual components were all examined in Anderson’s study. It is within these nine 

classifications (table 1) that the term Black manhood is conceptualized throughout my 

study.  

Table 1- Forms of Manhood Development 
[Compiled based on E. Anderson’s book Code of the Street (1999)]   

Development Classification Description / Conceptualization 
throughout Study 

Mental Cognitive associations with maturing into 
manhood 

Physical/Biological Outward and genetic associations with 
maturing into manhood 

Social/Cultural/Familial Communal norms, shared experiences, 
and/or conceptualizations associated with 

maturing into manhood 
Spiritual That beyond the physical which provides 

meaning and purpose in one's maturity 
into manhood 

Personal Individual experiences, recognition, 
and/or conceptualizations that assists in 

the maturing into manhood 
Economical Financial experiences and/or 

conceptualizations that assists in the 
social and/or personal transition into 

manhood 
 

The Post Hip Hop Generation 
 

The Post-Hip Hop Generation was popularized by Professor M.K. Asante Jr. in 

his book It’s Bigger than Hip Hop: The Rise of the Post-Hip Hop Generation (2008). 

This term associates the generations of Black youth (born after 1984) which emerged out 

of the Hip Hop Generation. These Black youth comprise a branch of both Generation Y 

[also known as the Millennial Generation or the Net Generation] and Generation Z [who 

are sometimes referred to as “Digital Natives” due to growing up in a society saturated 
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with digital technologies] (Pew 2009; Francese 2003; Gelston 2008; Armour 2005; 

McCrindle 2011; Kelley Services 2010).    

Asante Jr. sees this current generation of Black youth in contrast to the all-

encompassing Generations Y and Z, as part of what he refers to as a ‘generational tipping 

point’. Asante Jr. believes that the corporate control over Hip Hop culture no longer 

allows it to adequately address the issues that Black youth face in ‘America’ as it once 

did for the preceding generation. As a result, he contends that we’re amidst a transitional 

period in which Black youth are cultivating a new identity that encapsulates and 

specifically addresses their struggles.  

“All of this (the commoditization and lack of consciousness within modern Hip Hop) 
against the ambivalent backdrop of globalization, the fog of an unjust war, the impending 
consequences of the corporate desecration of mother nature, and the apex of an 
unprecedented urban crisis. These are problems that Hip Hop, as art, culture, and 
community, has failed to respond to, and we are now at a generational tipping point, the 
moment when a dramatic shift is more than a possibility; it’s a certainty…Post-Hip Hop 
is an assertion of agency that encapsulates this generation’s broad range of abilities, 
ideals, and ideas, as well as incorporates recent social advances and movements (i.e. the 
women’s movement, the antiwar movement, gay rights, anti-globalization) that hip hop 
has either failed or refused to prioritize” (Asante Jr. 2008). 

 
I use the new millennium as a reference point to begin the Post Hip Hop 

generation to recognize this shift in identity for Black youth. However, due to time 

constraints, I associated the Post Hip Hop generation to only young Black males who 

established their adulthood and continue to navigate their journeys to manhood 

throughout the new millennium. This means that each participant in the study was born 

between 1985 and 1992, grew up (or at least were partially raised) during the beginning 
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of the new millennium, and are now legal adults between the ages of eighteen and 

twenty-five.          

Black Popular Culture 
 

The manufacturing of Black popular culture is a lucrative global business. Much 

of contemporary Black youth popular culture is considered Hip Hop culture. Industries 

including: Film, television, music, fashion, automobile, food, soft drink, sports and 

athletic apparel all use aspects of hip hop culture to gross enormous profits. According to 

a 2006 study, hip hop represents over one hundred million consumers and has three 

hundred billion dollars annually in buying power (Kemp and Miller 2006). Even though 

the consumption of hip hop span across various demographics, the culture is 

overwhelmingly represented as a Black male dominated space (B. Hurt 2006). Hip hop 

culture is synonymous with Black male culture (B. Hurt 2006; A. Williams and K. 

Thomas 2010). As well, the general perceptions of Black popular culture are many times 

substituted for Black culture. I however, purposely keep them separate. I recognize Black 

popular culture as a heavily restrictive term and generally condense the holistic identity 

of Black culture to fashionable and stereotypical characters and features. 
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CHAPTER TWO- LITERATURE REVIEW 

Black Male Respectability and the “Crises” of the Hip Hop Generation 

“The rules of the code in fact provide a framework for negotiating respect. The person 
whose very appearance—including his clothing, demeanor, and way of moving—deters 
transgressions feels that he possesses, and may be considered by others to possess, a 
measure of respect. With the right amount of respect, for instance, he can avoid “being 
bothered: in public. If he is bothered, not only may he be in physical danger but he has 
been disgraced or “dissed” [disrespected]” (Anderson 1999; Stein 1995). 
 
“Much has been written and spoken in recent years regarding the “crisis” of the African-
American man. He has been characterized as an “endangered species,” a “victim of 
genocide,” the “most vulnerable American”, and a variety of other catastrophic 
descriptions” (N. Akbar 1991) 

 
No two outlooks of Black manhood are the same, as theories of when a Black boy 

becomes a Black man in the U.S. vary amongst the Black male collective (Chuck D and 

B. Hurt 2006), (L. Moore 2010), (K. Thomas 2010), (Williams Jr. 2007; Umi 2007; Lyfe 

2007; Hill 2007; George 2007; Green 2007; Boles 2007). However, most seem to agree 

that Black manhood differs from his White counterpart and/or the legal classifications of 

adulthood. Anderson (1994; 1999; 2002) embeds Black manhood into a set of customs 

and principles (ie- codes) used to govern street culture and acquire respect (ie- social 

acceptance). He describes this code as a continual process and that Black males 

understand it at a very early age. The preoccupation of his image is a critical starting 

point for young Black males, as respect is viewed as an external entity that requires 

constant marketing, maintenance, and defense (Stein 1995; Anderson 1999). Throughout 

his journey for social acceptance, everything from fashion to his mannerisms are 

constantly critiqued and challenged. The code is more heavily followed in poor, inner-

city communities, yet impacts all young Black males. Even though the code may go 
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against their moral fiber, young Black males from both ‘street’ and ‘decent’ backgrounds 

are pressured to negotiate how they will react to it (Stein 1995).  

Psychologist Na’im Akbar (1991) supports much of Anderson’s findings, 

however, his analysis situates Black manhood outside of the social structures and instead 

within the individual. Similar to Anderson, Akbar acknowledges society’s destruction of 

the Black family: units, culture, image, intellect, and spiritual concepts from centuries of 

terrorism and human degradation. Nevertheless, Akbar identifies Black manhood as a 

holistic process that begins with “self-definition”. Akbar states that, “When you begin to 

define yourself, that’s a declaration of manhood”.  

Sociologist Mwalimu Baruti (2004) details Akbar’s transformation process into 

Afrikan manhood. Baruti uses Black and ‘Afrikan’ interchangeably as he believes Black 

doesn’t holistically reflect the identity of people from African descent. He explains how 

through the acquisition of information, a biological entity (maleness) transitions into 

boyhood and then through the ability to think independently and critically a boy comes 

into his manhood (table 2). However, Baruti’s analysis of Black manhood does venture 

from Akbar as he sees the shared experience of young Black males as being one of 

‘struggle’. In fact, he places their navigation through this struggle as a ‘measurement’ of 

what type of man they will become. “Struggle is as much the foundation of African 

manhood as it is of Afrikan womanhood. Struggle hones us. It defines us. It makes us 

men”(Baruti; p.124). 
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Table 2- The Natural Psycho-Social Development of Afrikan Males  
[M. Baruti’s adaptation (2004) from Dr. Akbar’s ‘Visions for Black Men’(1991)]  

Stage of Development Level of Maturity/Thought Interpersonal Priorities 

Male Ignorance ME – others 

Boy Information ME – OTHERS 

Man Thought me – OTHERS 

Elder Wisdom me – OTHERS 

 
The critical study of Black manhood in contemporary society has gained 

considerable attention throughout the past five decades, particularly for its reputation of 

being a destructive force to the sanctity of “America”. Over this period, numerous studies 

(Moynihan Report 1965; US Labor Dept 1965; National Urban League 2003-2010; The 

Black Population on the US Census Bureau Data 1960-2010), have all documented the 

overwhelming disparities between the shared Black experience and the experiences 

shared by their White counterparts. These areas include: Health, education, employment, 

income, housing, etc. Interpretations of this data and others like it have been used to 

illustrate and transmit the message that the Black family and community is deteriorating 

and is pathological; to itself and the rest of society (Watkins 1998). Many entities 

(National Urban League 2003-2010; CNN’s Black In America 2008-2009; CBS’s The 

Vanishing Family 1986) have translated and transmitted this data into a common theme 

on Blacks in America being in ‘crisis’ mode, specifically in relations with Black 

manhood (Akbar 1991).  

This style of interpretation of data can be traced to the Moynihan Report (The 

Negro Family 1965) which Daniel Patrick Moynihan, who at the time of the report was 
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Assistant Secretary of Labor in President Lyndon B. Johnson’s administration (Neal 

2005), would later become a US senator. In 1986, CBS News correspondent, Bill 

Moyer’s presented a four-part documentary called The Vanishing Family: Crisis in Black 

America, which almost solely used the findings in the Moynihan Report to stereotypically 

portray young Black men as: prone to poverty, prison, gangs, and criminal activity, were 

‘deadbeat’ fathers (those who do little to raise their own biological children), or were 

aspiring athletes or rappers.   

Bakari Kitwana in his book The Hip Hop Generation: Young Blacks and the 

Crisis in African American Culture (2003), identifies the popularity of stigmatizing 

young Black men with these stereotypical portrayals, gave rise to the Hip Hop 

generation. The Hip Hop generation, which was a label popularized by The Source 

magazine and Kitwana, identifies Blacks in the U.S. born between 1965-1984 (Kitwana 

2003; Asante Jr. 2008). Many classify the Post-Civil Rights generation/movement as 

being representative of this term. This label goes into direct contrast to Generation X, 

which is the mainstream label for the generation of ‘all’ babies born around this same 

time period. This also represents the “Baby Bust” or the significant drop in the birth rate 

following a substantial increase in birth rates of the prior “Baby Boom” generation 

(Jackson II 2010). Kitwana addresses specific issues impacting this generation of young 

Blacks. This included: High unemployment rates, racial profiling and police brutality, the 

prison industrial complex, the “war on drugs”, continued racial segregation and 

inequality, the gender and age divide, as well as the re-popularization of theBlack 

gangster. According to Kitwana, these characteristics identified this generation. 
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However, Moyers and Moynihan aren’t alone in their analyses. Come On People: 

On the Path from Victims to Victors (Cosby and Poussaint 2007), Hip Hop vs. America 

(BET 2007), and the Congressional Hearings on Hip Hop (C-SPAN 2007) made it a 

common theme to associate the contemporary ills of Black culture and society as being 

deeply rooted in Hip Hop culture. Strikingly similar to Moyer’s documentary, CNN’s two 

four-part series entitled Black In America and Black In America 2 (which debuted and 

aired repeatedly throughout the summers of 2008 and 2009), vividly illustrated and 

articulated Black manhood in crisis (CNN 2008-09). At first glance, the series seemed to 

be an informative analysis of the state of contemporary Black life in the US. Disparities 

between Blacks and Whites in education, career advancement, economic achievement, 

and the devastating rates of Black male incarceration and Black male violence was 

highlighted. However, virtually absent from the documentary series was a larger critique 

on historical, institutional, and internalized racism impacting the Black experience in 

‘America’. The documentary series focused primarily on the young Black male 

population, and seemed to position them as root causes for the grim state of their shared 

experience (Roker; 2008).        

However, several noted scholars (Kelley 1994, 1997; Rose 1994; Watkins 1998, 

2005) have taken a more optimistic and holistic approach to the critique of Hip Hop 

culture and the Black youth of its generation. Hip Hop America (1998) by Nelson 

George, presents a detailed analysis of the clash between Black youth and the culture 

industry. Here, the cultivation of the Hip Hop aesthetic and its impact on American 

culture is analyzed. George historically and socially frames the journey of Hip Hop’s 
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development and impact throughout the seventies, eighties, and nineties. This book 

navigates its way through: The “Post-Soul” period (late 70’s), gangsta rap, the crack 

epidemic and the criminal industrial complex, as well as the economic and cultural 

exploitation of the Hip Hop generation.  

Similarly, S. Craig Watkins’ (2005) poses the question “Why does Hip Hop 

matter?” especially for those of that generation who identified so passionately with the 

movement. Watkins answers this question by deeply analyzing and surveying the 

significant figures and events that impacted the Hip Hop industry and their movement. 

This book presents and chronologically evaluates everything from: Rappers and rap 

groups such as Public Enemy, Dr. Dre, Run DMC, NWA, Master P, Jay-Z, and Ice Cube, 

to Record Labels Def Jam, Death Row, and Bad Boy and the Black men who lead them 

(Russell Simmons, Marion “Suge” Knight, Sean “P. Diddy” Combs). In addition, 

Watkins examines raptavist [ie- rapper and social activist] Chuck D and the file sharing 

platform of Napster and their battle against major record labels, P. Diddy’s “Hip Hop” 

platform of ‘Vote or Die’ with MTV and their impact on young voters during the 2004 

election, and the popular media networks BET, MTV, and VH1. The airwave media 

conglomerate Clear Channel was also critiqued, along with magazines such as: The 

Source, XXL, Vibe, and Rolling Stone. The trendy “urban” clothing apparel company 

FUBU was evaluated, along with media titans Vivendi, Universal, AOL/Time Warner, 

Disney, and Viacom. Finally, Watkins also incorporates numerous personal narratives 

from Hip Hop ‘generationers’ who reflect back to growing up during this time period. 
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Fusing all of these generational issues together, Watkins explains that Hip Hop matters 

because it is a: Global, economic, cultural, ethnic, racial, social, and spiritual force. 

The New Millennium, the Emergence of the Post Hip Hop Generation, and a Shift in 
Direction    

 
From the bombings of September 11th 2001, the US ‘war’ in Afghanistan (2001) 

and Iraq (2003), the loss of Black life in Hurricane Katrina (2005), the Jena Six Case 

(2007), as well as the election of President Barack Obama (2008), the new millennium 

has brought about several signature events. These historic events have significantly 

altered the ways that society not only view and carry out their daily lives, but have also 

impacted its identity. The identity of the new millennium has especially impacted young 

Black men as new and enhanced dilemmas have caused a shift within their shared 

experience. Similar to Anderson (1999), Asante Jr. (2008) grounds his analysis within the 

socioeconomic inequalities experienced by Black youth. The perpetuation of drugs, 

insufficient diets, Black on Black violence, police brutality, unemployment, housing 

discrimination & gentrification, and a poor education system have caused many Black 

youth to believe tactics used to combat these issues are outdated (Asante Jr. 2008).   

Asante Jr. believes this new outlook has caused this generation of Black youth 

(esp. males) to consciously and proactively distance themselves with the Hip Hop 

generation. He contends that the separation by the Post Hip Hop generation stem from the 

inability of the Hip Hop generation and other prior generations to relate and/or 

understand their: Mentality, expressions, frustrations, pain, anger, and continued 

oppression (Asante Jr. 2008). However, Asante Jr. describes the identity of the Post Hip 
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Hop generation as yet to organize, mobilize, and distinguish itself as a ‘recognized’ social 

and political force such as the Hip Hop Movement. 

This shift in direction by the Post-Hip Hop generation can also be seen 

geographically. According to William H. Frey in his article The New Great Migration: 

Black Americans’ Return to the South, 1965–2000 charts the migration patterns of 

African Americans over a thirty-five year period. His study shows that African 

Americans are currently amidst a ‘New Great Migration’ which has significantly been to 

southern states such as: Georgia, Texas, Florida, and Tennessee. Increases to Southern 

metropolitan cities have seen significant surges from the migration such as: Atlanta, 

Houston, Dallas/Ft. Worth, Memphis, Nashville, Tampa, and Jacksonville. College 

graduates and middle class African Americans make up a significant population of these 

new migrants. For instance, Frey mentions that Georgia, Maryland and Texas attracted 

the most black college graduates from 1995-2000. Furthermore, Frey mentions that due 

to longstanding familial and cultural ties for Black families in the South, attracts many 

Blacks to migrate to these regions.     

He also credits the mass relocation of African Americans to the South as the result 

of several economic, social, and cultural factors such as the “de-industrialization of the 

Northeast and Midwestern cities, growth of jobs in the “New South”, and improving 

racial relations (Frey 2004). Many of these factors are reminiscent of the influences that 

led to the two prior great migrations by African Americans (Gregory 2005; Grossman 

1991). I feel it vital to note that a follow up study on these figures since 2000 is 

necessary. This trend significantly lead me to determine that migration populations of 
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African Americans to the South have further swelled, due to the financial crisis or ‘Great 

Recession’ as it is now being referred to by many (Zuckerman 2010). In fact, it has been 

considered by many to be the worst financial crisis since the Great Depression (Roubini, 

Rogoff, & Behravesh 2009).  

The employment and housing markets are among the hardest hit, as about 8.6 

million jobs have been lost with around 15.3 million people out of work (J. Poor 2010). 

The impact of this financial crisis on the Black male population has been significant. 

According to a March 2010 study by the U.S. Bureau of Labor, the unemployment rate 

for Black men twenty years of age and older is nineteen percent, compared to 8.9% by his 

White counterpart. In November of 2009, Black teens (16 to 19 years of age) had a 

49.8% unemployment rate compared to his White counterpart whom stood at 23% (BLS 

2009-10). With the growing job and housing markets throughout the South (Frey 2004), 

it is likely that the rate of growth by young Black men who have migrated South for 

employment, education, and housing opportunities has increased considerably (A. 

Williams III 2010). Finally, it is important to note for future studies in this area, that 

many African Americans resettled throughout several southern metropolitan cities 

following Hurricane Katrina in 2005. This can also be partially responsible for recent and 

dramatic African American population surges in major cities of the South. Within only 

six months following Hurricane Katrina, an estimated one hundred and fifty thousand to 

two hundred thousand ‘Louisianans’ resettled in Houston alone (Washington Post 2006).  
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The Black Male Experience in America  
 
Narratives 
 

Over the past seven decades there has been a consistent body of literature that has 

chronicled the shared plight of the Black male experience in the US. Throughout this 

time period, several well-known autobiographies of Black men have been published that 

illuminated their personal and shared journeys to manhood. A common theme throughout 

these texts articulates ‘stories of consciousness’ (transitioning from a life of despair into a 

higher awareness about themselves, the Black community, and society at large).  

Throughout this elevated state of mind, Black manhood is sought out through gang, 

prison, and/or “street” culture (C. Brown 1965; E. Cleaver 1968; S. Shakur 1993; G. 

Jackson 1994; H.R. Brown 1969). Nathan McCall’s bestselling novel Makes Me Wanna 

Holler: A Young Black Man in America (1994), presents a thorough analysis about his 

life and the challenges he faced while searching for his manhood in Cavalier Manor (a 

rough, predominantly Black community in Portsmouth, Virginia). These challenges 

included: Racial profiling, class differences, family conflicts, social and peer pressures, 

female companionship, the criminal justice system, and employment.  

Among two of the most popular autobiographies on the Black male experience in 

the US are Richard Wright’s Black Boy (1944), and Alex Haley’s The Autobiography of 

Malcolm X (1964). These authors detail Black manhood interwoven throughout not only 

a story of consciousness and counter-hegemonic culture, but also through the migration 

of majority African American males to Northern cities such as Chicago, New York City 

(Harlem), Boston, and Detroit. The mass relocation of young Black males throughout 

http://www.cavaliermanor.org/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Portsmouth,_Virginia
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both the first great migration (1910-1940) and the larger second great migration to follow 

(1941-1970) were central to the social and mental development of young Black men. This 

was due to incentives such as greater opportunities to gain ‘respectability’ through social 

and economic mobility [i.e. better paying jobs, housing, escaping segregation protected 

by law, and lynching] (James Gregory 2005; James Grossman 1991; Nicholas Lemann 

1991).         

Black Masculinity 

Several other non-fictional texts detailing the Black male experience in 

contemporary society have also been written, however, much of which focuses on 

masculinity. Ellis Cose’s The Envy of the World: On Being a Black Man in America 

(2002) draws from not only his personal accounts, but also Black men from various 

backgrounds (i.e. a Harvard professor, artists, professional athletes, political figures, as 

well as interviews with teenagers and adults from both traditional and non-traditional 

upbringings. In this book, Cose examines a wide range of social and cultural artifacts of 

the Black male experience such as: Self-hatred and black-on-black crime, systematic 

injustice and racism, workplace stress and discrimination, interracial sex and marriage, as 

well as Black media portrayals. Cose aesthetically blends together these issues to chart an 

urgently argued history of Black masculinity up until 2002.  

Authors Natalie Hopkinson and Natalie Moore examine Black masculinity from a 

Black feminist lens in their book Deconstructing Tyrone: A New Look at Black 

Masculinity in the Hip-Hop Generation (2006). Using the popular cultural construction of 

the character of Tyrone from Erykah Badu’s hit song Call Tyrone (1998) to represent the 
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multiple forms of Black male identity, they critique masculinity and deconstruct myths 

surrounding this character to interpret their narrative of Black manhood. A profile of 

Detroit mayor Kwame Kilpatrick (who is commonly referred to as “The Hip Hop Mayor” 

(Hopkinson and Moore 2006) was included. As was Kofi “Debo” Ajabu (son of a 

commander of the Black Panther militia) who was implicated and serving time for a 

brutal triple crime- (i.e. murder, robbery, and kidnapping) in 1994. Former Washington 

Wizards power-forward and community activist Etan Thomas was examined, as was the 

issue of Black men ‘on the down low’ (i.e. - concealment of a bisexual/homosexual 

lifestyle). Further, questions and narratives on raising Tyrone were also included. 

Through these stories the authors formulate a well-rounded snapshot modern outlooks on 

Black male identity.  

Furthermore, filmmaker and activist Bryon Hurt in his popular 2006 documentary 

Hip Hop: Beyond Beats and Rhymes, presents a thorough investigation of Black 

masculinity within the confines of Hip Hop culture. He presents Hip Hop culture as 

arenas that limit Black male identity to confined spaces which he says “traps Black men 

into a box” (Hurt 2006). This film follows up and takes a more refined examination into 

his first film, I am a Man: Black Masculinity in America (1998). Throughout countless 

interviews from aspiring and popular rappers, to cultural and Black feminist scholars, 

students, as well as numerous young Black men and women on the streets, Hurt analyzes 

the proliferation of several major dilemmas within Hip Hop music. These dilemmas 

include: The desensitization of sexual abuse/assault of Black women, the devaluation of 

Black male life, the domination and feminization of Black men by other Black men, 
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homophobia and homoeroticism, as well as the manufacturing and selling of Black 

manhood “Manhood in a Bottle” (B. Hurt 2006) on the open market.  

Race and Social Media 
 
Earlier studies on race and social media generally focused its attention on the 

alarming gaps between those groups of people who had access to digital technology and 

those who didn’t (NTIA 1995; 1998). Throughout many of these studies it was strongly 

noted that race, household income, and parental education were clear barriers in the 

ability for those recognized as the ‘Digital Have Nots’ to access the internet (NTIA 

1995). However, with eighty-eight percent of the US population now with access to the 

internet (Miller and Kemp 2007), the disparities in terms of access to the internet, 

particularly with young Blacks and Latinos isn’t as disproportionate as they once were 

(Watkins 2009).  

The contemporary examination of popular social media and new media 

technologies, present disparities which highlight an alarming trend. It has been noted by 

Watkins (2009) that even though it’s not highly publicized, there are significant social 

inequalities embedded within social networking sites, particularly amongst race and class. 

The popular social networking site MySpace has been branded as a space for the 

undesirables as it has been associated with many terms that are commonly evoked in 

relation to Black male culture. Watkins demonstrates through various interviews with 

college students, that many have demonized MySpace as well as its users compared to 

complimentary comments towards its rival Facebook. For instance, popular Hip Hop 

phrases such as ‘ghetto’, and ‘bling’ were used to denigrate MySpace as well as its Black 
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and Latinos users, while more progressive terms are used to praise Facebook (Watkins 

2009). 

“The frequent characterization of MySpace as “trashy” and “uneducated” 
underscores the widespread belief among young collegians that MySpace is used chiefly 
by a community of digital undesirables- Black, Latino, and angst-ridden teenagers- 
people they consistently describe as “creepy” (p. 83). 

“…the language college students use to describe their attachment to Facebook- 
‘safe’, ‘private’, ‘selective’, ’neat’, ‘clean’- is amazingly similar to the language Low 
[Cultural Anthropologist Setha Low) documents in her ethnography of gated 
communities” (p. 87). 
  

So much of youth culture and youth popular culture today is being played out in 

the digital media spaces of MySpace, Facebook, YouTube, or the mobile technologies 

and gaming platforms. Many studies allude to the fact that Black and Latino youth are 

some of the highest consumers and users of several social media platforms and new 

media technologies. Over the last few years, reports have surfaced to suggest that Black 

youth are heavy influencers of today’s social and new media market trends (Pew 2010; 

MacArthur 2010). Particularly, mobile technology has demonstrated popular amongst 

Black youth. Recent studies by both the Kaiser Family Foundation (2010) and the Pew 

Internet & American Life Project (2010) reported numerous findings that support a 

notion that Black youth are early adopters and trendsetters with new media technologies. 

Black teens ages twelve to seventeen lead the way in going online via mobile 

phone devices at forty four percent, which is more than double the rate of White teens. 

Also, Black youth (ages 8 to 18) far outpace their White counterparts in total daily media 

exposure, and spend on average nearly three hours per day (2:49 mins.) talking and 

texting on their phone. This is more than one hour per day more than their White peers. 
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The use of new media technologies by Black youth to consume entertainment content and 

engage in peer based practices reveal alarming trends. Of particular interest, is that Black 

youth far outpace their counterparts when it comes to consuming media via cell phones 

for “entertainment” purposes rather than for dialogue. Nearly one and a half hours per 

day (more than one hour more than their White counterpart) is spent consuming 

‘entertainment media’ via their cell phones which includes: Watching television, playing 

games, and listening to music (Pew 2010). However, the consumption practices of Black 

youth as tools for learning and civic participation remain unclear, but provides 

opportunities for innovative research.   

Cool and Cool Posing 

Even with the rogue exterior of Hip Hop culture, the dilemmas of Black 

masculinity according to Richard Majors and Janet Mancini Bilson in their book Cool 

Pose: The Dilemmas of Black Manhood in America (1992), are often grounded in the 

denial and suppression of deep emotions. Using the term ‘cool posing’ they mention that 

Black males perform ritualized forms of masculinity in order to mask their deficiencies 

and establish their identity. However, this performance of cool serves a larger purpose as 

Majors and Bilson explain it as a coping mechanism. They explain that cool posing is 

designed to counter the harsh realities of blocked opportunities in society for Black 

males, which ultimately empowers him. They trace this performance of cool back to 

slavery as a strategy for survival.  

“Since their first days as slaves in this land, African American males have 
discovered that masking behavior is a supremely useful device. During slavery, Black 
males were masters of cool…As Darwin pointed out in his theory of evolution, those who 
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survive have found strategies that help them cope with their particular environment. Cool 
pose is such a strategy for many Black males (Majors and Bilson 1992)”.  
 

Through the complete power over their personal emotions which includes their 

“behaviors, scripts, physical posturing, impression management, and carefully crafted 

performances”, Black men are able to deliver a vital message of “pride, strength, and 

control” (Majors and Bilson 1992). Similar messages are exhibited throughout bell 

hooks’ book We Real Cool: Black Men and Masculinity (2004). In her analysis of Black 

masculinity, she articulates that cool is the direct result of Black males feeling alone and 

abandoned throughout their journey of manhood (hooks 2004). She outlines that the 

performance of cool to garner respect in society has lead many Black men to practice: 

Patriarchy, gangsta culture (i.e. respect, money, and status by any means necessary), 

violence, promiscuity, as well as a lack of sensitivity and love (hooks 2004).             

However, cool goes beyond the confines of Black male culture as it has become a 

central element of popular culture. Marlene Connor in her book, What is Cool? 

Understanding Black Manhood in America, and supported by several others (Donna Britt 

2006; Patton 2009; Watkins 1998) explains that Black men in the US are the trendsetters 

of much of popular culture. Similar assertions were made by Miller and Kemp (2006) as 

they chart the movement of cool throughout various generations. Here they illustrate the 

extraction of cool from the ‘ghetto’ and into the identity of middle class Black men and 

the larger mainstream culture for fashion purposes.  

   “Now Cool Pose has become an integral thread in the fabric of Black-Black and 
Black-White relationships. It has been exported out of the ghetto into the lives of middle 
class Black males. Cool has long been blended into jazz and other Black music that 
belongs to all of American society, indeed, the world. And cool has influenced 
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mainstream culture through entertainment, sports, clothing, and the media (Kemp and 
Miller; p. 49). 
 
Connor furthers her critique as she also uses cool to demonstrate how contemporarily it 

has been used as a marketing tool for the culture industry. She mentions that Black men 

are especially targeted by the culture industry to embody cool in order to sell their 

products. In fact, so pervasive is cool amongst Black male culture, that Connor describes 

it as “perhaps the most important force in the life of a Black man in America”.  

Black Cultural Capital and Conspicuous Consumption  
  

“Objects play an important and complicated role in establishing self-image. 
Jackets, sneakers, gold jewelry, even expensive firearms, reflect not just taste, which 
tends to be tightly regulated among adolescents of all social classes, but also a 
willingness to possess things that may require defending” (E. Anderson 1999). 

 
Sociologist Pierre Bourdieu has been credited by many as coining the term 

cultural capital, and being the first to thoroughly critique its social use and impacts. In his 

prominent literary work Forms of Capital (1986) he identifies cultural capital as “forms 

of knowledge, skills, education, and advantages that a person has, which give them a 

higher status in society” (Bourdieu 1986). Several cultural critics (Kelley 1994; Carter 

2005; Watkins 1998; Anderson 1999; hooks 2004) have extensively critiqued and used 

Bourdieu’s theory of cultural capital in order to understand the cultural sensibilities and 

practices of young Black men.   

Carter (2005) outlines the use of “speech codes, dress styles, music preferences, 

and gestures” as important sources of Black cultural capital amongst low-income African 

American youth. Carter suggests cultural capital is tied to formations of power and has a 

profound impact on the social development of society. She positions its importance as a 
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learning and/or life skill on the same level with traditionally standardized curriculum 

such as the Three R’s (ie- (r)eading, w(r)iting, and a(r)ithmetic. She also mentions that 

Black cultural capital within the school environment assists in the establishment of Black 

identity. She explains that cultural status for African American students is based upon the 

extent that they can perform Blackness. However, if the student doesn’t subscribe to this 

performance of Blackness and/or doesn’t pass this peer assessment, then the student 

might be seen or labeled as performing “Whiteness”. Carter identifies two forms of 

cultural capital: Dominant and Non-dominant. She explains that dominant capital for 

young Black males comes in the forms of cultural knowledge, and skills which may 

ultimately “result in economic and social returns” (Carter 2005). While non-dominant 

capital for young Black males constitute an assortment of “tastes, appreciations, and 

understandings” and allows them to gain “authentic” cultural status positions in their 

respective communities” (Carter 2005). 

 Thorstein Veblen’s notion of ‘conspicuous consumption’ (1902) offers a solid 

framework for young Black men who voraciously consume and use popular cultural 

products to gain respect. Conspicuous consumption can be described as the ‘lavish 

spending on goods and services’ generally to display personal income or wealth (Veblen 

1902). Veblen applies this term to the emerging class of ‘nouveau rich’ (French for ‘New 

Money’), who acquired considerable wealth throughout their own generation in the 19th 

century and can now afford the goods and services that were denied to them previously 

(Webster 2010). Veblen mentions that many within this socioeconomic status would 
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present an image of wealth through the consumption, presentation, and performance of 

fashionable products and services in order to exercise their influence over the public.  

Elizabeth Chin (2001) addresses the ways in which conspicuous consumption by 

Black youth is tied to their aspirations of attaining whiteness. Chin's (Shadow of 

Whiteness) chapter highlights these commonalities between current practices of Black 

consumerism with those of earlier periods. She traces the history of Black’s utilization of 

fashion and conspicuous consumption in order to develop respectability, back to 

enslavement.  

“Slaves who aspired to fashion were derided for also aspiring to something they could 
not, by definition, attain: whiteness…In myriad ways both overt and subtle, the 
maintenance of the gap between slave and slaveholder depended on visible differences in 
consumption. These differences were more easily maintained when slaves' access to 
money and commodities was limited. In public settings, clothing was a crucial marker of 
status, not just in terms of social standing, but racially as well” (Chin 2001). 
 

In addition, Michele Lamont and Virag Molnar (2001) investigate the marketing 

practices of the media industry in their ability to shape the shared and collective identity 

of Blacks through their buying habits. Through the use of various interviews with 

marketers they show how Blacks use conspicuous consumption in order to express and 

alter their collective identities and gain respectability (i.e. - social membership). They go 

on to discuss that these buying habits are strongly guided by their aspirations and/or 

strong desires to be “recognized as equal and full participating members of society and 

to disprove the stereotype of Blacks as belonging to an underclass deprived of buying 

power” (Lamont and Molnar 2001). In comparison to Whites, Black consumers (both 

lower and higher income) spend “disproportionately more on items that they view as 
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affirming their equal standing” such as premium brands and luxury products (2001). 

Marketers cite familiar data that lower and higher income Blacks purchase more premium 

brands and luxury products than whites. Quoting one of their interviewees, a strategic 

marketing specialist from Chicago, Lamont and Molnar (2001) state that “Black people 

consume voraciously because they want to be viewed as good and worthy”.  

 Ted Gordon (2009) considers how voracious consumption and performance strive 

for social acceptance and respect. Here he positions stylistic virtuosity and improvisation, 

firmly embedded in what he calls the ‘counter cultural African American aesthetic’, as 

key components for Black males to establish a reputation of respectability. Gordon 

(2009) states that “Stylistic virtuosity and ability to improvise within the parameters of 

the aesthetic are fundamental aspects of the establishment of reputation”. Gordon also 

identifies eight critical elements utilized by Black males to accomplish this. This 

includes: Body language, sexuality, courtship, dress, dance, music, verbal, and athletic 

performance.  

Elijah Anderson explains that controlling their environment (which he refers to as 

their staging area) is also an important element in establishing respect via their self-

image. Here, Anderson follows the life of a young Black male teen by the name of Tyree 

who has just moved into a rough neighborhood in southwest Philadelphia. In this area, 

which Anderson commonly refers to as the ‘hood’ or ‘ghetto’, Tyree attempts to develop 

a reputation in order to be respected among his Black male peers. Anderson explains that 

for Tyree and other young Black males in the area, reputation is not only performative 

but it is also vital for survival. Tyree goes to great lengths to protect his reputation and 
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status as tough and cool. To accomplish this, he engages in risky and dangerous activities 

such as hanging out with members of a neighborhood gang and partaking in fist fights 

with bigger and older boys.    

Gordon (2009) also discusses ‘cool’ within his ‘Black male cultural form’ 

analysis. Gordon sees ‘cool’ as a broad range of practices and ideas (performances) 

firmly embedded within “African American cultural sensibilities”. This cultural form of 

the Black male as he explains counters the dominant culture and is produced within the 

context of structural subordination and oppression. He also believes these performances 

works inside of a continuum which ranges from “resistant (different; oppositional) to 

accommodative (similar; assimilation)” in order to produce “real” or authentic 

manhood/masculinity (Gordon 2009). 

The Gangsta Identity  

Kelley (1994) critiques ‘gangsta identity’ as a product of what he calls a new 

‘ghettocentric’ identity. Within’ the framework of gangsta rap, Kelly describes gangsta 

identity through the social and mediated realities of South Central Los Angeles in the 

1990’s. Kelley uses class, race, and gendered experiences of young Black males to 

demonstrate how gangsta identity has manifestations in both popular culture and 

everyday life. Further, he positions these Black male dominated spaces as “late capitalist 

urban environments” and details how they joined together to create the identity of the 

“Nigga”. Watkins (1998) continues this analysis in his critique of Hip Hop culture and 

the emergence of early ‘hood films’. He explains that the media industry was able to 

capitalize off of Black youth subcultures through the use of this fashionable genre. 
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Watkins refers to this process as the ‘ghetto action film cycle’ and frames it amidst the 

ghettocentric imaginations of popular culture while outlining various social and media 

trends.   

Gangsta Culture as Black Economic Capital 
 
Kelley (1994) and bell hooks (2004) describes that integration throughout the late 

sixties and early seventies, led Black males in the US to embrace capitalistic values in 

order to define their manhood. hooks states that this in effect produced what Black power 

militants called ‘Gangsta culture’. According to hooks, after integration an ideology 

appeared throughout Black male culture that “money is the primary marker of individual 

success, not how one acquires money...and by the late sixties and early seventies most 

Black men had made the choice to identify their well-being, their manhood with making 

money by any means necessary” (hooks 2004). Equating the value of life with money, 

hooks argues, is essentially the root of Gangsta culture. Both Kelley and hooks see 

Gangsta culture as an effort by young Black men to gain human worth and respect by 

competing in the economic arena of capitalism.  

As previously explained (Carter 1995; Anderson 1999; hooks 2004; Majors and 

Billson 1992; Kemp and Miller 2006) Black cultural capital is accumulated in various 

ways by young Black males as a means of attaining respectability. They all discuss that 

by taking on the identity of the Gangsta, many young Black males have discovered 

several social advantages. Since energy drinks, basketball shoes, motor vehicles and fast 

food have all made fortunes on embracing this Gangsta image, it is not too hard to see 

why so many young Black males have embraced this image and the materialistic values 
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associated with it. Even though Gangsta culture participates in the exploitation of Black 

male culture and reinforces patriarchal values (hooks 2004), it is independent from the 

job market that participates in what hooks terms as ‘wage slavery’. hooks describes wage 

slavery as jobs which require enormous amounts of exerted energy with little pay (2004). 

hooks mentions that many Black males participate in gangsta culture because, in addition 

to their own experiences of marginalization they also grew up seeing their fathers’ and 

other Black men in their communities, “stressed out and abusing alcohol when they got 

home from working for the White Man”. She explains that these were direct reactions 

from “catching hell” at their place of employment. As author and former Washington 

Post journalist Nathan McCall writes in his book Makes Me Wanna Holler: A Young 

Black Man in America (1994).  

“I never heard my friends say they wanted to be like their fathers when they grew 
up. Why would we want that when we knew our fathers were catching hell?  That would 
be like saying we wanted to catch hell, too. If anything, we wanted to be the opposite of 
our fathers. We didn’t want to work for the white man and end up like them… If getting a 
job means I gotta’ work for the White man, then I don’t want a motherf**kin’ job” 
(McCall, 1994). 

  
However, not complying with wage slavery allows many Black men to 

individually define their manhood and collectively create their own economy within their 

communities. Much of hook’s (2004) analysis contrasts Hunnicutt’s (1996) analysis on 

the Kellogg workers. hooks believes that gangsta culture is heavily embraced by many 

young Black males due to its ability to provide them with agency. Hunnicutt however, 

draws strong relationships between masculinity and the structured work environment 

during the Great Depression. Giving their employees more ‘free time’ by decreasing their 
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shifts from eight to six hour days, they believed would make a happier and more 

productive worker. They expected their employees, which was predominantly male, to 

spend their newly acquired spare time with their families, however, most found it 

difficult to occupy this free time. Using interviews from these employees, Kellogg 

discovered that working longer hours was actually preferred by their male employees as 

it was seen as being “more manly”. Similar to hooks though, Kellogg positions this 

working environment as a causal factor in the breakdown of communication and 

socialization. He illustrates that due to the conditioning of their prior shift rotations, most 

of the male workers prided themselves in their ability to work long hours and to provide 

material goods for himself and his family. Interestingly, even though their wages 

increased, the decrease in work hours actually caused them to feel less manly.  

hooks also believes that gangsta culture is heavily embraced by young Black 

males because it gives them a feeling of ‘freedom’ unlike the non-autonomous and 

discriminative job market. For instance, Ice-T explains the lure of criminal activity, when 

he says that:  

“Crime is an equal-opportunity employer. It never discriminates. Anybody can 
enter the field. You don’t need a college education. You don’t need a G.E.D. You don’t 
have to be any special color. You don’t need White people to like you. As a result, 
criminals are very independent people. They don’t like to take orders. That’s why they get 
into this business. There are no applications to fill out, no special dress codes… There is 
a degree of freedom in being a criminal” (hooks p. 28). 
 
hooks uses the above quote from Ice-T to illuminate various opportunities for Black 

males to obtain certain social, cultural, and economic ‘freedoms’ through criminal 

lifestyles. However, she frames it amongst destructive features of the Black community 
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that contribute to its deterioration such as: Drugs, lack of Black male presence in the 

family and other institutions, inability for Black males to express emotion, etc. Wilson 

(1996), Rome (2006), and Sloan (2006) support hooks analysis as they also position 

criminality as producing morally conflicting opportunities for young Black males. In 

addition to media representations, they also explain that these performances of 

criminality and gangsta culture has helped to firmly embed blackness into the mindsets of 

popular culture as being synonymous with crime. Rome (2006) argues that the surreal 

criminal images of Black males have caused society to link criminal activity with Black 

males. In turn, he states that this link has caused mass-paranoia and continued criminal 

stereotyping of the Black male throughout the media and society.  

“Blacks are the repository for the American fear of crime. Ask anyone, of any 
race, to picture a criminal, and the image will have a Black face. The link between 
blackness and criminality is routinized by terms such as “Black on Black crime” and 
“Black Crime” (Rome; p.4).  

 
A man who calls himself the “Unknown Film Critic” summarizes in his article 

entitled Lowering The Bar, how the media industry punishes Black males that go against 

this systematic formula of gangsta representation, and handsomely rewards those that 

follow it. He observed that: 

“By the time Denzel won his second Oscar for playing an evil, corrupt cop [his first was 
for playing a slave]. I was reminded, great as Training Day was and great as his 
performance was, of the recurring theme in many Hollywood films in regards to black 
men that deep down they’re all criminals. A few years earlier Lawrence Fishburne had 
done a film called Deep Cover with a similar hidden theme. Was Denzel’s Glory 
performance that much better than his portrayal of Steven Biko in Cry Freedom or the 
lawyer in Philadelphia? [or his performance in Malcolm X!] Or did they not want to 
reward the brother for playing a positive image of a black man!” (Unknown Film Critic 
2006). 
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However, the commoditization and objectification of Black male identity is not a 

recent development in this country. Since the institution of chattel enslavement, Collins 

(2005) explains that the bodies of Black people have been considered ‘property’ and have 

a ‘price tag’ attached to it. She describes that under chattel enslavement Black identity 

was packaged and sold on the mass-markets. She further explained that during this period 

Black people held a particular place in class relations as their “bodies and all that was 

contained in those bodies (labor, sexuality, and reproduction) were objectified and 

turned into commodities that were traded in the marketplace” (Collins 2005). In fact, 

Collins describes that the value of the enslaved Black body actually saved many from 

being killed, as “no profit could be realized from a dead slave”. Contemporarily, the 

Black male is still being readily packaged and sold on the consumer market, and media 

constructed deviants are its top sellers (Patton 2009; Rome 2006).   

Hood Films 
 

Watkins (1998) explains that as the music industry financially capitalized off of 

society’s fear of the Black male image with ‘Gangsta rap’, so too did the film industry 

with the “ghetto action film cycle”. The perpetual use of gangsta themed films throughout 

the 1990’s by mostly young African American directors and actors, cultivated a 

fashionable film genre known as hood films. Boyz N the Hood (1991) and Menace II 

Society (1993), articulates the tribulations of young black men struggling to survive in 

predominantly Black communities while being policed and ultimately controlled by 

White power structures. Just as audiences enjoyed Blaxploitation films and the cool, bad, 

“take no s**t” attitudes of Melvin Van Peebles in Sweet Sweetback’s Baadasssss Song 
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(1991), Ron O’Neal in Super Fly (1972), or Richard Roundtree in Shaft (1971), audiences 

have admired the African American male actors of the 1990’s and new millennium with 

similar attributes. This is present in films such as: Wesley Snipes in New Jack City 

(1991), Ice Cube in Boyz ‘N’ the Hood (1991), Tyrin Turner in Menace II Society (1993), 

Tyrese in Waist Deep (2006), and Denzel Washington in Training Day (2001) and 

American Gangster (2007).  

Hip-Hop culture, street slang, poverty, racial and institutional discrimination, 

prostitution, gang violence, drug culture, as well as inner city youth dominate the 

cinematic environment of a hood picture. Boyz ‘N’ the Hood (1991) showed numerous 

African American men and/or boys in ‘gangs’ that shot at or threatened to shoot people, 

fighting or beating up individuals, selling drugs, being arrested for theft, and rampantly 

using foul language. These gangsta characters just like that of the ‘savage Black Buck’ 

characters from D.W. Griffith’s film The Birth of a Nation (1915), are geared towards 

depicting African American male culture as a symbol towards the greatest threat posed to 

society (Rome 2006; Bogle 1973).  

An underlining theme in hood films of the 1990’s has been for young Black male 

characters to be one of the few to “make it out” of these urban ghettos alive. As well, it 

was common for them to share in the romanticized spirit of the “American Dream” that 

has been denied to them throughout their upbringing. However, this dream for these 

characters has conflicting messages. For them, partaking in criminal activities is the 

gateway into this lascivious lifestyle. The hypocrisy embedded within this value system 

of “America” was wonderfully articulated in the closing scenes of New Jack City 
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(Peebles 1991). This film’s main character Nino Brown (a highly organized and 

successful gang leader), floods the African American neighborhoods of New York City 

with drugs in order to take control and build a multi-million dollar “business”. During his 

trial Brown offers this critique. 

Nino: “I'm not guilty. You're the ones that's guilty. The lawmakers, the politicians, the 
Columbian drug lords, all you who lobby against making drugs legal. Just like you did 
with alcohol during the prohibition. I mean, c'mon, let's kick the ballistics here: Ain't no 
Uzi's made in Harlem. Not one of us in here owns a poppy field. This thing is bigger than 
Nino Brown. This is big business. This is the American way” (Wesley Snipes; New Jack 
City; 1991)  

 
Brown is characterized as having split personalities. The first as a violent man 

who in the very first scene of the film, throws a man off of the Brooklyn Bridge, orders 

the execution of several individuals, and even stabs a member of his own gang in the 

hand with a sword. The other side is a man who has a good time dancing at the club, and 

sponsors weddings and Thanksgiving meals for people in the community. This unstable 

and uncontrollable Afro-American man is represented as the greatest threat towards the 

massive inner-city boroughs of New York City. The film even uses a tag team of two 

gangs, the NYPD along with the Italian Mob, to bring down this ruthless criminal. The 

character of Nino Brown sends out a message that when power is attached to African 

American males that come from poor, inner city backgrounds, that he can be the most 

destructive force to society if he isn’t controlled. Once this homicidal maniac is out-of-

control the only way to stop him is to kill him, as was the fate of the character of Nino 

Brown. 
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However, hood films have now become widely accepted throughout Hollywood 

and popular culture. Films such as: Training Day (2001), Paid in Full (2002), Coach 

Carter (2005), Waist Deep (2006), ATL (2006), and American Gangster (2007) have 

enjoyed varying degrees of crossover appeal, as each took pleasure in some notoriety and 

economic success. As hood films have expanded in box office sales and into the new 

millennium (2000-present), what constitutes a hood film is ambiguous. Today there are 

several films that resemble earlier films of the hood genre by grounding and mirroring its 

theme in stereotypical “Black” social, cultural, and economic climates. However, many 

also now integrate other multicultural aspects. Films such as: 8 Mile (2002), Save the Last 

Dance (2001), Freedom Writers (2007) and Finding Forrester (2000), all contain central 

non-Black characters and environments that many times stray from the superimposed 

cinematic features from early hood pictures. Ironically enough, early hood films were 

generally directed by Black filmmakers and created a space for inspiring African 

American directors such as: John Singleton, Matty Rich, F. Gary Gray, Ernest Dickerson, 

The Hughes Brothers, and Spike Lee. However, many of the new millennium hood films 

have been directed by numerous White filmmakers such as: Craig Brewer, Jim Sheridan, 

Kevin Reynolds, Ridley Scott, and Michael Rhymer. 
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CHAPTER THREE: METHODOLOGY 

Introduction 

This chapter clarifies the procedures and methodology employed to collect, 

analyze, and compare the Spring 2009 data for this qualitative study. The main goal of 

this study is to explore Black manhood throughout the Post Hip-Hop Generation and its 

relationships to media representations and Black male consumption practices. The study 

focuses on four questions: 

• RQ1: How do young Black males interpret the representations of Black 

men in mainstream media? 

• RQ2: What types of media products do young Black men consume?  

• RQ3: How do young Black males define Black manhood?  

• RQ4: Do these cultural products influence how young Black men 

define/express Black manhood? 

Research Design 

In order to address the research questions posed above I utilized qualitative 

methods. Focus groups were based on a broad set of discussion guide questions geared 

towards amassing a deeper understanding of the participant’s media consumption 

behaviors and notions of masculinity. As a result, a rather loosely structured and highly 

interactive process was followed. This was done in order to encourage a more in-depth 

discussion of the topics, instead of the typically controlled and relaxed environments of 

the question and short answer format. The order of the questions generally followed the 

order printed on the discussion guide; however, respondents were allowed to venture off 
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topic as long as I was able to make connections within my area of study. This technique 

was also used in order to encourage respondents to delve into: Underlying experiences, 

thoughts, emotions, and/or interpretations of the discussion questions.  

For quality purposes of the study, I conducted the sessions in a manner that 

assured that the participants would exchange their own individual definition/s of Black 

manhood, and not a fixed definition by myself and/or any other party/entity. A process 

utilized in a similar study by Mitroff and Denton (1999) was incorporated in which each 

respondent was asked an open-ended question to ascertain their personal views on 

‘spirituality’. The same process was followed in this study with a focus on ‘Black 

manhood’. Once respondents articulated their personal definitions of Black manhood, 

follow up questions probed how mainstream media and cultural products impacted their 

definitions.  

       A total of four focus group sessions were prescheduled targeting several Black 

male organizations/groups. A fifth session, at UT’s Malcolm X Lounge (which is a 

popular hangout spot for the targeted population), and which wasn’t prescheduled, 

consisted of gathering volunteers throughout the hallways in front of the lounge. Again, 

because of limited resources (i.e. tapes, use of equipment) and time, focus groups were 

limited to one hour. If one hour expired before sufficient data was collected, I asked 

volunteers to stay no longer than an additional fifteen minutes.  

Sample Selection 

A convenience sample of thirty-three self-identified Black/African American 

males between the ages of eighteen and twenty-five were collected for the focus groups. 
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Focus groups ranged between five to ten participants for each session, which were drawn 

from my useful networking systems.  

Data Collection 

I incorporated ethical procedures during all aspects of collecting information 

from the subjects of the focus groups and any information analyzed from the media 

outlets. All subjects of the focus groups were informed of the purpose of the study both 

orally and in writing, and in the same manner were reminded that all aspects pertaining 

to confidentiality would be maintained and upheld throughout the study. The focus 

groups were conducted in person by me and another colleague. Furthermore, sessions 

were taped, transcribed, coded, and incorporated into this study.  

Media Content 

Selected representations and messages in ‘hood’ films, rap/hip hop music videos, 

and MySpace profile pages of young Black males were also examined in this study. This 

was done in order to draw relationships and support statements given by the focus group 

participants concerning: Definitions/expressions of Black manhood, and the consumption 

of popular cultural products. Since I used an exploratory approach in the study, a loose 

structure was adopted in the process of collecting the data from the various media 

content. No full transcriptions and/or coding schemes were incorporated into this portion 

of the data collection process. However, each selected film, video, and profile was 

observed and analyzed several times and notes were jotted down in notebooks from each.     
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Films 

Eight, popular ‘hood’ films of the New Millennium (2000-2010) (table 3), were 

viewed and examined. It is important to note that these millennial hood films are 

typically distinct from earlier hood films such as: House Party (1990), Straight Out of 

Brooklyn (1991), Boyz N the Hood (1991), Menace to Society (1993), Clockers (1995) 

and Friday (1995). These films were typically small budget films about the “African 

American experience” and were generally directed by young, independent African 

Americans such as: Matty Rich, John Singleton, The Hughes Brothers, F. Gary Gray, 

Spike Lee, and Reginald Hudlin. Millennial hood films however, don’t necessarily follow 

the same formula. Some of these films are directed by non-African American filmmakers, 

have sizable budgets, and generate revenue that far surpasses this first wave of “ghetto-

themed” movies. As well, the ambiguity embedded within the race and/or ethnicity of the 

characters, communities/environments, and filmmaking styles of many of the millennial 

hood films cause ambivalences towards the term ‘hood films’.  

However, selection of the films for this study from this specific time period were 

based on popularity as measured by box-office receipts (i.e. ability to gross at least 

twenty millions dollars), and narrative content (i.e. a majority of the characters needed to 

be African American males and set in poor/urban environments). Films were examined in 

order to analyze story-plot, themes, and representations of Black masculinity. 

Furthermore, the films were used as a source to assist in analyzing the experiences and 

identities of the focus group participants.  
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Music Videos 

Twenty-one, ‘popular’ Hip Hop/Rap music videos created during the New 

Millennium (2000-2009) (table 4), were viewed and examined on You-tube (a popular 

and public video sharing website). Selection of these New Millennium music videos was 

based on peak position on either the US Billboard Rap (or) R&B/Hip Hop Charts. Videos 

had to peak at least once within the ‘top ten’ at some point on either chart. These music 

videos were examined in order to identify the main messages and/or themes about Black 

male identity. Further, data extracted from the music videos were also used to compare 

data from the other media outlets and the focus group participants. 

MySpace Profiles 

Forty MySpace profile pages were viewed to explore the various expressions of 

Black male identity in digital media. There are important differences between MySpace 

and the other two media outlets. Unlike film or music videos, MySpace provides the 

young African American men with considerable agency in cultivating their projected 

identity. A filter was placed on the ‘advanced’ option of the ‘Find Friends’ search 

tool/feature in order to browse for individuals who fit the criteria for the study. In order to 

qualify for the study, the MySpace user must identify as: Black/African American under 

the ‘Ethnicity’ option and be between the ages of eighteen and twenty-five. Exactly three 

thousand profiles fit this search criterion. From here, I selected forty to be analyzed, 

using every seventy-fifth profile. Finally, extracted data from the profiles were compared 

with data that materialized from the other two media outlets and the themes that arose 

from the focus group sessions. 
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I feel it essential to mention that since focus group sessions occurred in the year 

2009, the participants were in the midst of vast shifts amongst users of popular social 

media platforms. Practically a year prior, MySpace had been overtaken by Facebook as 

the most popular social media site in the US (Comscore 2008). As Facebook emerged as 

a more preferred social platform, some now viewed MySpace as undergoing changes in 

racial and ethnic composition amongst its user base. In particular, many considered 

MySpace as now being a social domain dominated by Black and Latino users, and 

saturated with aspects associated with Hip Hop culture (Watkins 2009).    

Focus Groups 

Several focus groups consisting of members from the targeted population were 

assembled both on and off the University of Texas campus. This was done in order to 

collect qualitative data concerning the central themes of the study. A rather detailed 

transcription process and coding scheme was incorporated into the data collection 

methods and were then incorporated into the study once results were tabulated.   

IRB Approval 

Protocols to conduct these focus group sessions were approved by the university’s 

Institutional Review Board (IRB).  

Sessions 

Since the focus groups were our only data collected directly from interactions 

with human subjects, it became the main source of information used in the study. This 

required us to cover a lot of ground during the sessions. As a result, these sessions were 

quite lengthy (averaging approximately 1hr in length) and consisted of rather lengthy 
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transcribed sessions. For privacy, quality, and organizational purposes all tapes were 

clearly labeled and safely stored throughout the process of the study. Each participant 

read, signed, and dated a consent form (Appendix A) before involving themselves in the 

study. The data collected will be primarily used to answer research questions two, three, 

and four. 

Background Assessments 

A short twenty-two question background assessment (Appendix B) was also 

administered for the participants to fill out at the beginning of the focus group sessions. 

Identifiable information gathered from the assessments (names given [including aliases] 

and emails) were not included in the final drafts of this study. Other non-identifiable 

information was included in the study in order to help us determine: Marital status, 

household and community make-up throughout their upbringing, geographical location/s, 

as well as access and exposure to various media.    

Sites 

On University of Texas Campus 

• Malcolm X Lounge- We randomly approached acquaintances and/or various other 

Black males in the hallways of the Jester building to partake in the study. Session 

lasted approximately forty-five minutes. Five individuals took part in this 

particular focus group. The session took place on Thursday, April 23rd 2009, at 

2:00pm. 

• Jester Hall Classroom- Six members of the UT Black male student organization 

S.A.A.B. (Student African American Brotherhood) took part in this session. 
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S.A.A.B. members serve their communities through mentorship, role modeling, 

and leadership through highlighting the experiences and history of African 

American culture (S.A.A.B website; 2009). This session lasted approximately 

forty-five minutes. The session took place on Thursday, April 23rd 2009, at 

6:00pm.  

• University of Texas Athletics Auditorium- Six current University of Texas 

football players participated in this session, which lasted approximately one hour. 

The session took place on Tuesday, April 21st, 2009 at 3:00pm.   

Off University of Texas of Campus 

• Huston-Tillotson University (HT)- Five selected undergraduate students from the 

Advertising Department, took part in this session which lasted approximately one 

hour and fifteen minutes. HT is a Historically Black University on the eastern 

region of Austin, TX. This session took place on Tuesday, April 21st 2009, at 

6:00pm in a classroom in the School of Business.  

• Monday Night Black Male Fellowship- This session took place at 7:30pm on 

Monday, April 20th, 2009 at 300 Austin Bowling. This facility is a bowling and 

recreation center that also provides space for Black men from various ages 

(mostly between 18-25) to congregate each week to discuss life and spirituality. 

Ten individuals from the group participated in this session which lasted 

approximately one hour and fifteen minutes.   
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Focus Group Questions 

Questions administered during the focus group sessions were all based on the 

central themes of the study. Under this loose structure, but within the broad confines of 

the central theme, questions were formulated under seven categories: Growing Up, 

Mainstream Media, Music, Materialism, The Internet, Films/Marketing Communication, 

and Black Manhood. The broad confines under which these categories were formulated 

and the questions administered, prompted me to encourage respondents to delve into 

their: Underlying experiences, thoughts, emotions, and/or interpretations of the 

discussion questions. For the specific questions used during the sessions see (Appendix 

C). 

Transcribers  

I transcribed one full and another half of the recorded sessions. The remaining 

transcriptions were finished by hired transcribers. Four African American students at the 

University of Texas and Huston Tillotson University were hired to transcribe the 

remaining sessions. Racial/cultural backgrounds of the transcribers were important for 

quality recognition and/or interpretations of the data being observed. Transcribers had 

their choice of using video and/or audio formats to transcribe, but all preferred and chose 

the video formats.    

Data Analysis 
 

Transcribed document files were saved in rich text format (.rtf). A software 

program known as Atlas.ti was employed as the repository and data analysis instrument 

for the study. This software assisted in the examination and analyses by helping to 
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construct a conducive space in order to gather, arrange, code, and interpret the rather 

extensive manuscripts. Further, this software program allowed me to identify relevant 

statements and themes through the use of coding and keyword searches.  

Software 
 
Atlas.ti aids in textual analysis and interpretation through the creation of an 

environment for “organizing, coding, and annotating large volumes of text” (K. Thomas; 

2005). Preparation for qualitative research projects are put into a hermeneutic unit (hu), 

which provides unused space (new document) in order to manually explain and interpret 

each transcribed manuscript through a developed coding system. “The hermeneutic unit 

is named to reflect the research project… each transcript is a primary document” (K. 

Thomas; 2005).   

The screen shows the name of the document, the document type, the numerical 

amount of statements (quotes) that have been marked in the file; the author (log-in 

name); the file created date; the modified date; that the file is usable (i.e. not damaged); 

and the path to file location. This straightforward process of grouping of information 

assists the researcher to organize the large quantities of textual data generated from a 

study, and also permits the researcher to include material from other studies.  

Coding  
 

Collected data from the focus groups was coded using Atlas.ti, while Microsoft 

Excel spreadsheets were utilized for organizational purposes while analyzing the data. 

Transcripts were coded using the coding families and schemes found on (Table 5). Six 

coding families were constructed to identify each specific code type. These six coding 
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families were: Black Culture, Black Manhood/Developmental/Identity, Economics, Hip 

Hop Identity, and Structural/Environmental. A total of thirty seven codes were 

constructed under these six coding families and organized into a hermeneutic unit. Each 

primary document is coded completely and memos can also be added in order to describe 

a specific code and/or a passage from the transcribed documents.  

Coding:  The process of reviewing the transcripts and highlighting text that relates to 
individual research questions. 
 
Hermeneutic Unit:  An explanatory or interpretive unit used to describe a collection of 
items, such as text or images. All the interviews in this study form one hermeneutic unit. 
 
Primary Document:  An original transcript of one interview, imported into the Atlas.ti 
software as a rich text file (rtf.). 
 
Family: Categories used in order to organize the various codes into groups that share a 
common theme.   
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Tables 
 

(Table 3)- List of 21 Popular Hip Hop Music Videos of the New Millennium  
Title Artist Peak Position on US 

Billboard Rap (or) 
R&B/Hip Hop Chart  

Year 

Country Grammar 
(Hot S**t) 

Nelly #1(rap) 2000 

Big Pimpin’ Jay-Z feat. UGK #3(rap) 2000 
Raise Up Petey Pablo #1(rap) 2001 
Hot in Herre  Nelly #1(rap) 2002 
In Da Club 50 Cent #1(rap) 2003 
Right Thurr Chingy #1(rap) 2003 
The Way You Move Outkast #1(rap) 2003 
Lean Back Fat Joe feat. The Terror 

Squad 
#1(rap) 2004 

Yeah! Usher feat. Lil Jon and 
Ludacris 

#1(r&b/h.h.) 2004 

Drop It Like It’s Hot Snoop Dogg feat. 
Pharrell  

#1 (rap) 2004 

Gold Digger Kanye West feat. Jamie 
Foxx 

#1(rap) 2005 

Back Then Mike Jones #6 (rap) 2005 
Ridin’ Chamillionaire feat. 

Krazie Bone 
#2 (rap) 2006 

Hustlin’ Rick Ross #7 (rap) 2006 
Money Maker Ludacriss feat. Pharrell #1 (rap) 2006 
It’s Goin’ Down Yung Joc #1 (rap) 2006 
Tell Me When To 
Go 

E-40 feat. Keak Da 
Sneak 

#3 (rap) 2006 

Crank That (Souljah 
Boy) 

Souljah Boy #1 (rap) 2007 

Don’t Matter Akon #5 (rap) 2007 
Lollipop Lil’ Wayne #1 (rap) 2008 
Blame It (On The 
Alcohol) 

Jamie Foxx feat. T-Pain #1 (r&b/h.h.) 2009 
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Table 4- Highest Grossing ‘Hood’ Films of the New Millennium 
Film Title Year Created Domestic Grossing Total 

1) Baby Boy   

2) Training Day   

3) 8 Mile 
 
4) Get Rich or Die 
Tryin’   
5) Hustle and Flow  

6) Waist Deep  

7) American Gangster  

8) Notorious  

 (2001) 

(2001) 

(2002)  

(2005)  

(2005) 

 (2006) 

(2007) 

(2009) 

$28,734,552 

$76,631,907 

$116,750,901 

$30,985,352 

$22,202,809 

$21,344,312 

$130,164,645 
 

$36,843,682 

Information received from (Box Office Mojo, 1998-2009) 

http://www.boxofficemojo.com) 

 

http://www.boxofficemojo.com/
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Table 5- Coding Families/Schemes  
Family Code Definition & Description 

Black 
Manhood/Development/I
dentity 

Mental Cognitive associations with 
maturing into manhood  

Black 
Manhood/Development/I
dentity 

Physical/Biological Outward and genetic associations 
with maturing into manhood 

Black 
Manhood/Development/I
dentity 

Social/Cultural Communal norms, shared 
experiences, and/or 
conceptualizations associated with 
maturing into manhood 

Black 
Manhood/Development/I
dentity 

Spiritual That beyond the physical which 
provides meaning and purpose in 
one's maturity into manhood 

Hip Hop Identity Representations (Settings, 
Stereotypes) 

Visual and/or audio portrayals or 
descriptions of environments and 
culture related to hip hop  

Hip Hop Identity Gangstas Visual and/or auditorial depictions 
of criminal Black male expressions 

Hip Hop Identity Rap/Rappers Individuals identified with 
performing lyrical talent/skills   

Hip Hop Identity Hip Hop Music Videos Visual and audio creations of hip 
hop culture 

Black Culture Family  Individuals that share a common 
lineage or a strong bond with one 
another based on customs or values  

Black Culture History Events, activities, and/or time 
periods that occurred in the past 
and construct the present  

Black Culture Hip Hop Generation Events and activities of Hip Hop 
Culture that shaped the 
development of Black people born 
in the US between 1965 -1984. 

Black Culture Post-Hip Hop Generation Events and activities of the New 
Millennium that shaped the 
development of Black people in 
the US born between 1985 - 
Present. 

Black Culture Civil Rights Generation Events and activities of the Civil 
Rights Movement (Post WWII) 
that shaped the development of 
Black people born in the US 
between 1945 - 1964. 

Black Culture Traditions/Customs A set of shared historical practices 
and principles passed on from one 
generation to the next.     
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Table 5- (continued) 
Economics Materialism (Exploitation, 

Capitalism)   
Setting the accumulation of 
consumer goods as a priority in 
one's life; framing one's values and 
worth around consumer goods  

Economics Counter-Materialism,  Opposing the accumulation of 
consumer goods as a life priority  

Economics Consumption/Consumer 
Behavior 

The act of using, purchasing, or 
evaluating goods/commodities. 

Economics Culture Industry (Popular 
Culture, Major 
Corporations) 

Multinational corporations that 
cultivate products/commodities 
used to formulate shared identities 
and/or addictions (false needs 
created and satisfied by 
capitalism).   

Media Film Movies or documentaries produced 
by recorded images throughout the 
world with cameras, animation 
techniques, or visual effects. 

Media Radio the industry of communication to 
the public thru the transmission of 
radio broadcast signals. 

Media Television the industry of producing and 
broadcasting live or taped 
programs on television to the 
public. 

Media Music Vocal or instrumental sounds 
possessing a degree of melody, 
harmony, or rhythm 

Media Internet  Information, resources, and 
services available via the world 
wide web 

Media Advertising The activity of attracting public 
attention to a product or business, 
as by paid announcements in the 
print, broadcast, or electronic 
media 

Media Magazines  A periodical containing a 
collection of articles, stories, 
pictures, or other features 

Media Cell Phones mobile communication devices 
allowing a one to send long 
distance vocal and/or text 
messages over long distances. 

Media Newspapers A publication, usually issued daily 
or weekly, containing current 
news, editorials, feature articles, 
and usually advertising. 
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Table 5- (continued) 
Structural/Environmental Community A group of people who bond 

together based on a set of shared 
common interests and/or 
experiences.        

Structural/Environmental Geographical Locations 
(Region, Neighborhood, 
Set) 

Identification based on a shared 
territorial space. 

Structural/Environmental Illicit Drugs Any substance that when absorbed 
into the body, changes normal 
bodily function.  

Structural/Environmental Criminal/Crime (inc. 
infractions, offences) 

Individual/s, groups, and/or 
organizations accused, charged,  
and/or convicted with the 
breaching of one or more 
governing rules or laws.  

Structural/Environmental Prison Industrial Complex 
(Prison, Jail, Juvenile Hall) 

Referring to all of the businesses 
and organizations involved in the 
construction, operation, and 
promotion of correctional facilities 
and the services they provide. 

Structural/Environmental Violence Expressions of physical force 
against self or others. Abuse 
behavior against self or others that 
leads to physical/mental/emotional 
injury 

Structural/Environmental Racisms (discriminations, 
prejudices, privilege) 

Biological, Individual, 
Institutional, Cultural, and/or 
Internal based beliefs of superiority 
(based on 
race/gender/sexuallity/class) that 
positions one group over another.   

Structural/Environmental Employment A legally agreed upon wage for 
hire between two parties, where 
one performs duties (employee) for 
another (employer).    

Structural/Environmental Education Any act or experience that has a 
significant effect on the mind, 
character, or physical ability of an 
individual.  

Structural/Environmental Government Body of authority within a 
community, political entity, or 
organization with the ability to 
make and enforce rules, laws and 
regulations. 
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CHAPTER FOUR: FINDINGS AND DISCUSSIONS 
 
Introduction 

My exploration of Black male identity within a popular culture context, has 

allowed me to gain greater insights into many of the contemporary struggles that the Post 

Hip Hop Generation endures. Much like my journey as a young Black male in the United 

States, the consumption of mediated images of Black males and popular cultural products 

plays a critical role in helping to define contemporary notions of Black manhood. Many 

of the roads to Black manhood are particularly established within the realms of social 

media and popular culture. High consumption rates and overstimulation has come to 

define this generation and many struggle to deal with its effects. For many of the young 

men in the focus groups, fashionable products and trends have taken a high priority in 

their lives. In fact, my data suggests that the participant’s intimate relationship with Black 

popular culture influences their expressions and performances of Black manhood.             

The Shared Experience  

The participants for this study come from a variety of backgrounds. The 

information collected from the brief background assessment (Appendix B) was 

administered before each focus group session. This assessment allowed me to group basic 

information about the participant’s background in order to develop an enhanced 

understanding of their shared experiences. ‘Class’ was omitted on the assessment form 

due to uncertainty concerning privacy policies and its validity since rather small sample 

sizes were administered. However, several of the participants voluntarily provided us 

with this information in relation to their upbringing during the actual sessions, which 
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varied between classifications of: Poor, working class, and middle class (Leonard 

Beeghley 2004). Below is the data extracted from the assessments to provide a snapshot 

into the background of the participants and their usage of various media. For detailed 

background information on ‘each’ specific focus group member, see Appendix G.    

Data Analysis from Assessments 

Varying in age, the majority of the participants (67%) were between the ages of 

eighteen and twenty-one, while the remaining (33%) fell between twenty-two and 

twenty-five years of age. All of the young men were of single status, of which ninety-one 

percent had no children. For the majority of the participants, academic environments 

were a part of their early adulthood experience. Even though our focus groups were 

conducted on and off campus sites, ninety seven percent of the participants attend and/or 

have previously attended a college/university. This unusually high percentage could be 

because most of our networks were connected to colleges and university communities. 

Nearly two-fifths (39%) of the participants grew up in a household in which only the 

mother was present. This is consistent with data from the Urban Institute (2009) which 

reports that African American households are the group most likely to be single headed. 

Furthermore, the majority of the participants (57%) grew up in a community that was 

predominantly African American, whereas the remaining grew up in either a 

predominantly Caucasian (29%) or in a predominantly Latino (14%) community. Finally, 

more than half (66.7%) of the participants were raised in an urbanized area [i.e. cities 

in/or surrounding areas with populations greater than 50,000 persons], while the 
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remaining (33.3%) were raised in a rural area [i.e. cities and/or towns with populations 

fewer than 50,000 persons] (USDA’s Farm Bill 2002).    

The data gathered from the assessments on media consumption and use amongst 

the young men, also provided me with a deeper understanding of their shared experience. 

Much of this data supports recent studies (Pew Foundation 2010; Watkins 2010; Kaiser 

2010) of a closing gap in the digital divide, and active participation with new media 

technology, especially with social media sites like MySpace, Facebook, and Twitter. All 

of the participants in this study were experienced users of various media technologies, as 

most have been using them for a very long time. In fact, the overwhelming majority of 

the participants (87%) were first introduced to the internet between seven and thirteen 

years of age. One-third (33%) of the participants spend between three to five hours on the 

internet per day, while almost a fifth (18%) of them spend more than five hrs. online 

daily.  

All the participants have a social networking account (i.e.- MySpace, Facebook, 

Twitter, etc.) of some sort. Of which, nearly two-fifths (39%) spend between one to two 

hours per day on their accounts, while twelve percent (12%) spend three to five hours per 

day. One-third (33%) of the participants watch music videos for at least one hour per day. 

More than half (63%) of the participants viewed movies/films one to four times per week. 

While twenty-one percent of the participants view movies/films every day; fifty seven 

percent of which viewed it three to five hours per day. Finally, when asked what personal 

music device they used most often when growing up, more than half the participants 

(54%) answered they listened to music on a CD player. Thirty six percent stated they 
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listened on an iPod, MP3 player, cell phone, and/or a personal computer. While only 

twelve percent primarily used a cassette tape player throughout their upbringing. From 

these musical devices, ninety percent of the participants listened to music on their 

personal music player for at least one hour per day; of which thirty percent listened 

between three to five hours per day.  

Media Use and Content 

As proven by their responses throughout the focus groups (as well from the 

administered assessments), media is intertwined with perceptions of their identity. Each 

of the participants is members of ‘the young and the digital’ (Watkins 2009). They 

uniquely navigate their way through and had considerable knowledge about: Fashion, 

popular merchandise, social networking and new media technologies, current events, as 

well as contemporary hip hop culture. What particularly stood out were the various 

channels of media the participants utilized to obtain information about news, current 

events, and/or popular culture. Television stations such as CNN and BET were commonly 

brought up, while popular internet sites such as YouTube and iTunes were also frequently 

mentioned. This data is noteworthy as it illuminates that young Black males are quite 

resourceful with the types of media content they choose to consume.              

• LONDON; 20; DALLAS, TX: Just different ways we get our news? I would 
probably say the Internet mostly out of anything…there’s so many different…you 
see one thing…you go somewhere else…you can get the same thing from so many 
different places. I like the Internet probably the best. 

 
• BENZO; 23; HOUSTON, TX: I watch CNN, I am very stock market conscious, 

good morning America. I like watching MTV and BET, but NBC are strong 
fundamental elements in my TV viewing. 
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• MR. HOUSTON; 18; DALLAS, TX: I use the internet. I would get their CD and 
listen to them. I watch YouTube videos. 

 
• GRAWZ; 22; TEXAS: I use the internet. Most of the time I don’t even go to the 

store to buy cd’s I get them off of iTunes. 
 

• CK; 24; HOUSTON, TX: I use the internet but I also watch TV. TV has 
documentaries on artists with video coverage. 

 
• BENZO; 23; HOUSTON, TX: The internet is definitely a major outlet for 

information. You can download anything you desire. 
 

However, popular social networking sites proved to be their most prized and 

versatile media resource. It’s noteworthy that a significant amount of time was spent on 

social networking sites by the participants; particularly Facebook. This correlates with 

Pew’s (2010) study that showed nearly three quarters (73%) of adults (ages 18 and older) 

with social media profiles had a Facebook account. Kaiser’s (2010) study that showed 

youth (ages 8 to 18) spent a quarter (25%) of their computer activity on social media 

websites. This study also showed that when Black youth are on these social media 

networks, they spend more time daily than their white counterparts. Also, my study 

supports the main premises in Belk’s (1988) study, as many of the focus group 

respondents communicated intimate relationships with their accounts. Throughout the 

sessions, several of the young men expressed Facebook as an extension of their personal 

and even collective identity. In fact, many discussed Facebook as being central 

components in their daily operations as some even seem to be dependent on it.     

• MR. HOUSTON; 18; DALLAS, TX: Facebook. I can’t go a day without it. Not 
MySpace. NiceKicks. On Facebook I like to stay in touch with friends and family. 
Sometimes I talk more to someone on Facebook then I do on the phone, its more 
of a community and get to have fun. 
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• KING; 19; HOUSTON, TX: Facebook is what is hot right now. First it was Yahoo 
Messenger/AIM. Then there was MySpace, now there is Facebook. You can 
network on Facebook. My teacher used Facebook to reach the whole class. We 
turned in assignments over Facebook. He used Facebook as a medium to help run 
the class. It’s that easy. 
 

• NAILAND; 19; ARLINGTON, TX: A lot of people across America have the same 
answer for that and that is Facebook. It is an internet networking site and it is 
really bad about wasting time throughout the day. That and check my email is 
basically all I do on the internet. 

 
Most participants voiced that they either still maintained a MySpace account or 

that they previously used one. However, most made it abundantly clear that Facebook 

was now their social medium of choice. According to what many in the field support 

(boyd 2007; Watkins 2009) the migration of numerous MySpace users to Facebook 

domains were partly based on race, class, and educational distinctions. Since the vast 

majority of the participants in my study have college backgrounds and that some 

mentioned middle/working class upbringings, it shouldn’t come too surprising that many 

adopted Facebook as their preferred social medium alongside their White counterparts. In 

fact, much of the language used to describe Facebook by the participants resembled many 

of the radiant adjectives used to describe Facebook by the college students in Watkins’ 

(2009) study. Comparable descriptors included: Efficient, professional, simple, mature, 

safe, and educated.  

In addition, Carter’s (2005) breakdown of dominant and non-dominant forms of 

cultural capital is strongly represented throughout the participant’s responses concerning 

social media networking. Their ability to pursue entrepreneurial endeavors and to have 

access into popular social circles was highly valued among the young men. In particular, 
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Facebook and Twitter were continually praised for the ability to provide them with and/or 

keep them informed about political, economic, and social opportunities.       

• EULAND; 21; WOODBRIDGE, VA: I think I’ve moved on from Facebook to 
Twitter. Me and Twitter get along so well. It’s a live blog. I followed Obama on 
Twitter during the entire campaign. Sometimes, there are interesting posts but 
other times people have very interesting thing to share. 

 
• JOYDON; 20; BAYTOWN, TX: I’ve met recruiters through Facebook. I see 

Facebook as a more professional network. I mean you can also use it to look up 
old friends and chat with them, but you can then use it to plan big events. People 
used to spend a couple hundred dollars on flyers and posters and t-shirts and 
stuff, but now all they have to do is make a Facebook event, send it to all of their 
friends, who will pass it on to their friends. A lot of people appreciate that 
wireless convenience. Just send a message, get a reply, and go do something. 

 
• BENZO; 23; HOUSTON, TX; [Event Planning Business]: Facebook is definitely 

one of those websites that lets you market your status and swag. It has made me 
10’s of thousands of dollars and a lot of friends. [Benzo uses Facebook in order to 
promote his upcoming events and solicit new clients]. 

 
Black Male Respectability 

It became apparent throughout the sessions that the participants shared a common 

experience based on their personal and collective journeys to obtain ‘respect’ in society. 

Feeling that it had been denied to them, most searched for the type of respect that would 

allow them to successfully carryout the roles and responsibilities associated to their 

manhood. For some, respect was embedded within their family and communal structures. 

For others, it came in the form of overcoming various obstacles and acquiring the 

possessions, positions, and/or resources needed to place them in equal standing to that of 

their White counterparts. Participants expressed stories about the continuous challenges 

and difficulties associated with overcoming racism, discrimination, and stereotyping. 

Many of these shared experiences included: Lack of money and resources compared to 
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their White counterparts, dealing with self-esteem and inferiority complexes, lack of 

“positive” Black male representation in the family, community, media, and the education 

system, as well as seeing Black male peers and/or family members falling victim to 

crime, drugs, and the criminal justice system.  

• SEMAJ; 19; TEXAS & INDIANA: I think Blacks have come a long way and 
whites are scared to see us strive. Whites are scared because blacks are 
challenging them. The white male does not want the black male to be eye to eye 
on a social level. 

 
• JULIAN; 19; HOUSTON, TX: Well, I’m talking about stuff like we talk about in 

Dr. Moore’s [University of Texas professor] class, like the Prison Industrial 
Complex or something like that. I try to have a conversation on something like 
that, where they’re trying to keep Black Men in jail. And they response is that, 
naw, we just keep getting beat up and we keep messing up. And I be like naw, it’s 
a system, and that’s why they don’t have the deep understanding, and pretending 
that these are conspiracies that are keeping us enslaved in the mind. And most of 
my generation, I can’t say that we can have a conversation like that. 

 
• PATRO; 21; HOUSTON, TX: It went from gangs to we got to get money so we got 

to do this. You ain’t got to get a job; you can sell drugs and do it like this. Certain 
things that my momma tried to keep me away from, so she kind of separated me 
from my brother, where he stayed with my Grandmother and I stayed with her.  

 
• PATRO; 21; HOUSTON, TX: You see it when you go back home and you see the 

people who took different routes, and its like you share two different visions and 
you’re pursuing two different lifestyles. I go back home and they’re pursuing 
getting more money, getting more cars, and they’re pursuing different routes to 
get them. Where I’m pursuing education to get them and things like that. And you 
see it with how people interact with them and things like that, and they see it the 
same way. Like we can go somewhere, and I’m with my brother, and I tell 
somebody that I’m at UT, and I get a totally different welcoming than he does.  
And he even made the comment one time, that maybe I should’ve just went to 
college. 

 
• GELAD; 20; AUSTIN, TX: Everytime, well the majority of the time a Black man is 

portrayed in a movie he’s a liar—like just a sly guy—either he’s unfaithful or he’s 
a gangster and it’s a lot more of that just because people kind of, it sells, so that 
kind of deteriorates the work of a Black man and what we stand for or whatever 
as a people. 
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• SEMAJ; 19; TEXAS & INDIANA: I feel like I can talk about myself. I grew up 

different. I did not always do what other people did. If you don’t do some of the 
things in music videos, you will be looked down upon. People will think that 
someone is soft or weak. If you’re not about hip-hop then you’re not hard. People 
will also think you’re a nerd if you don’t try and fit the image. 

 
The above comments from the participants strongly support Anderson’s (1999) 

and Baruti’s (2004) assessments that the struggles endured and overcome by young Black 

males have collectively shaped much of the identity that they project. Common were 

feelings of inadequacy and disparities within their accumulation of various resources, 

compared to their White counterparts. Similar to Chinn’s (2001) assessment, respect is an 

aspiration for these young men and many have turned to the media industry for guidance. 

From their comments, the media industry has shown that it holds an intimate relationship 

within the lives of the participants as they voraciously consume its content. Since the 

media occupies a significant portion of their lives and respectability has been shown to be 

of upmost importance, the next section discusses the results of how Black male 

respectability is framed throughout the examined media.          

Black Male Respectability throughout Discourse Analysis 
 

Millennium Hood Films 
 
Throughout the millennial hood films, Gordon’s analysis on “Real Men” is 

strongly supported. Gaining and maintaining respect for Black males was intertwined 

with their ability to develop a ‘reputation’ that exudes hypermasculinity and upholds 

hegemonic notions of masculinity. For instance, the character Majestic, played by actor 

Adewale Akinnuoye-Agbaje in the box office hood film Get Rich or Die Tryin’ (2005) 
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strongly represents this. In his role as a “wise” yet corrupt drug-lord and mentor to the 

main character (played by rap mogul 50 Cent) Majestic instructs a group of young Black 

male characters on how to be successful while growing up in a crime ridden 

neighborhood. Throughout this lecture in a ‘rites of passage’ like fashion, he “educates” 

them on the importance of gaining and maintaining respect as he ranks it above and 

beyond any other priorities in life, including one’s own family.   

• “Rule #3, got to have discipline in your crew, trust, you got to be tough. Rule #4, 
don’t praise a Ni**a too much, otherwise he’ll think you soft. Rule #5, don’t show 
no love, love will get you killed… Y’all Ni**as ain’t got no family, all you got is 
Respect. Don’t Ever forget that” (Majestic; Get Rich or Die Tryin’). 

 
From his message, respect is to be gained through the selling of product (cocaine), 

and maintained through a list of six hypermasculine ‘rules’ of conduct. This list makes 

references to: Not having a conscience and/or showing no mercy (disregarding civility), 

degrading and dehumanizing others (particularly to other Black men and women), being 

tough and in control/in charge of yourself and others at all times, instilling strict 

discipline into your friends and/or crew, and never becoming a ‘victim’ to anything (i.e.- 

drugs, murder, emotions, sex, money, etc.). In addition, each of the other ‘millennial 

hood films’ examined in this study, such as: Waist Deep (2006), American Gangster 

(2007), Notorious (2009) and Training Day (2001) also had similar extracted messages 

and characters representing Black male respectability to that of Get Rich or Die Tryin’ 

(2005). 
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Hip Hop Music Videos 
 

Similar to the millennial hood films, the examined music videos also supported 

various analyses of hypermasculinity embedded within Black male performances (Hurt 

2004; Majors & Billson 1992; b. hooks 2004; Anderson 1999) and its ability to cultivate 

reputations (Gordon 2009). The Black males featured in the music videos were always in 

pursuit of a successful and high status reputation. They were repeatedly represented as 

highly respected individuals throughout society, especially amongst other young Black 

men and women. Repeatedly, artists boasted and exaggerated their levels of ‘fame’ and 

‘wealth’ (see quotes below). These various hypermasculine performances in the 

examined music videos support various assertions (E. Chinn 2001; B. Hurt 2004; E. 

Anderson 1999; E. Gordon 2009) that many young Black males are particularly 

consumed with aspirational identities throughout hypermasculine spaces. This became 

highly visible when examining the lyrics of music videos.    

• “Now every time, every place, everywhere we go. H*es start pointin’ - they say, 
"There he go!" (Bun Big w/Jay-Z; lyrics from ‘Big Pimpin’). 

  
• “I'm a Bad Boy, wit a lotta h*'s. Drive my own cars, and wear my own clothes. I 

hang out tough; I'm a real Boss. Big Snoop Dogg, yeah he's so sharp. On the TV 
screen and in the magazines” (Snoop Dogg; lyrics from ‘Drop It Like its Hot’) 

 
• “In the hood, in L.A. they sayin,"50 you hot". They like me, I want them to love 

me like they love Pac [late rapper Tupac Shakur]” (50 Cent; lyrics from ‘In Da 
Club’) 

 
Similarly, the popular 2006 music video It’s Goin’ Down by rapper Yung Joc, 

showcases him as the center of attention and very well liked. This is represented through 

both the music video’s visual elements as well as the lyrics.  
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• “Everbody love me, I'm so fly. Ni**a throw the deuces everytime I ride by. I know 
you wonder why; I'm so cool. Don’t ask me just, do what you do” (Yung Joc; It’s 
Going Down). 
 

Here, he is constantly surrounded by Black males that he leads in a fashionable dance 

move during the chorus of the song (Figure 4.1). Leadership abilities such as this were 

constantly highlighted throughout the examined music videos. This finding supports 

Kimmel’s ‘self-made masculinity’ paradigm which along with leadership, associates 

Black male respectability with perceptions of: Individual achievement, mobility, success 

in the market, and freedom (Wright 2010). This too seemed to be an attempt for the artist 

to portray himself as having power over and/or being in control of all elements in his 

environment (Anderson 1999). Each of the other music videos followed similar patterns 

including: Blame It (2009), In the Club (2000), Big Pimpin’ (2000), and Country 

Grammar (2000) (Figures 4.2a & 4.2b).  

The presentation of sexuality was also instrumental in the development of Black 

male respectability throughout the examined music videos. Again supreme control over 

his physical body, and more importantly the women that surrounded him throughout the 

majority of the shots, was a critical ingredient for respectability. The featured Black male 

artist in the majority of the examined music videos was portrayed as highly desirable. 

Numerous women are constantly shown flirting and/or erotically dancing with them. The 

display of dancing women (generally Black and/or other women of color) was highly 

sexualized as numerous women in bikinis and/or revealing outfits that objectify their 

bodily features was commonplace. The displays of these women were generally featured 

alongside images of money, alcohol bottles, flashy jewelry, and cars. These perpetuated 
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representations suggests as several other Black feminist scholars (Williams 2008; Collins 

2005; Fitts 2005; Davis 2004; Morgan 1999) have previously stated, that these women 

are merely objects and/or props for Hip Hop music videos (Figures 4.3a & 4.3b) and 

serve as status boosters for the Black male artists. The transformation of women’s bodies 

and/or identities into material possessions can also be extracted from the lyrics of the 

various examined music videos (see quotes below).    

“Lil momma a quarter piece, she far from a dime” (Lyrics from song Right Thurr; 
Chingy) 

  
“I keep my mind on my money, money on my mind. But yous’ a hell of a distraction when 
you shake your behind” (Lyrics to song Money Maker; Ludacris) 

 
Much of these findings are supported by Fitts (2005) study which examines Black 

masculinity in Hip Hop music videos as a political economy. She observes that the video 

production process in Hip Hop has cultivated new realizations on how to define Black 

manhood. She positions these music videos and the sets that they are created on, as 

platforms of power that allow Black male artists more control in the image making 

process. She notes that with this power, Black men are able to use it to not only establish 

an identity based in cool bravado, but as a survival mechanism (Majors and Bilson 1992) 

to ensure “their rightful place in the gendered hierarchy of a patriarchal society” (Fitts 

2005).         

MySpace Profiles  
 

Throughout the analysis of MySpace profiles, respectability was performed in a 

myriad of ways throughout each of the user features. User control features of the page 

allowed them to construct a lifestyle that seemed exaggerated and sensationalized for the 
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most part. References to success, money, popularity, sexuality, criminality, and death 

were regularly displayed throughout the examined profile pages and which signaled a 

strong relationship with respect. Furthermore, previous studies (Hurt 2004; hooks 2004; 

Majors and Billson 1992; Miller and Kemp 2005; Carter 1995; Anderson 1999; Kelley 

1994) were all supported throughout this project. I’m using their analyses on Black male 

respectability, Black cultural capital, hypermasculinity, ‘Gangsta’ culture, as well as 

‘cool and cool posing’ to demonstrate that respectability is being extensively performed 

throughout MySpace by young Black males.  

The MySpace pages examined in the study also showed a heavy tendency for 

Black men to use their physical appearance, bodies, and popular cultural products to 

present their status. Photos, wallpaper, text, music, videos, and animation were used on 

numerous occasions to show various aspects affiliated with status. Prominent was the 

display of: Money, jewelry, friends (popularity), women (popularity and sexual prowess), 

luxury cars, expensive liquor, clothing/apparel, tattoos, and upper body muscles (most 

notably chest, abdominals, and arms). Public profile photos of the user (usually 

accompanied with an alias) were particularly revealing of these attempts of Black men to 

visually establish a reputation for themselves, and were generally the primary sources of 

data from this medium (Figures 4.4a-c). 

A glaring finding from the examined MySpace profiles showed a close 

relationship with characteristics that exude ‘power’. The use of hypermasculinity was 

used in order to show dominance, control, leadership, and/or confidence throughout 

photos, user names, music and music videos uploaded, as well as graphics. For instance, 
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hypermasculine aliases such as: Grown Ass Man, Heartless, World’s Greatest, Raging 

Bull, Young Juice, Quadzilla, Killa Black, J. Soldier, and Yung Killa 512 were all used to 

symbolize strength, fear, dominance, and authority. A number of rap songs uploaded onto 

user playlists such as: Recognize a Playa by Mary Jane, Candy Coated Excursions by 

ESG, Boss by Lil’ Keke, as well as Gotta Get Paid by Lil’ Flip all used vulgar language, 

bass heavy beats, and spoke of the use of physical and/or deadly force. It appears the 

users did this in the attempts to inject fear and fascination into visitors that enter their 

domain.  

Uploaded videos (music videos and YouTube videos of various content) such as: 

the Wu-Tang Clan’s Protect Your Neck, Tell Me When To Go by E-40, a clip from the 

Hip Hop dance film Rize, as well as a short promotional commercial on boxer Floyd 

Mayweather Jr. all had a similar effect. The addition of video to the page creates less 

interpretation of the hypermasculine themes embedded. In addition to the characteristics 

transmitted from the music playlists, these videos showed individual and groups of young 

Black men: In charge/dominating others, engaged in physical confrontations, as well as 

possessing and/or using deadly weapons such as guns and knives. Black male friends of 

the users also overwhelmingly took on these hypermasculine traits but also took on rather 

hypersexual traits as well. For example, my examination of MySpace profiles led me to 

an eighteen year old Black male who goes by the name of ‘Death Before Dishonor’. His 

profile page contained wallpaper that sensationalized death, money, and criminal 

lifestyles. In addition, his page contained various hypermasculine content such as an 

uploaded music video from rapper Zero titled Cocaine Cover, and vulgar text which 
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describes his money oriented lifestyle and an aggressive and quick tempered mentality 

(which is likely to be exaggerated) (see Figure 4.5). 

Another important finding, which I identified from the MySpace profiles, was 

young Black men who strongly associated with the ‘making of money’. The acquisition 

of large amounts of financial capital through unconventional channels (i.e.- street vendor, 

drug dealer, athlete, etc.) seemed to connote success for many of these young men. Here, 

they commonly displayed pictures, graphics, videos, music, and slang words in a Hip 

Hop cultural approach to represent them. By displaying themselves in such a manner 

seems to send out the message that their mind and creative talents are consistently pre-

occupied with the acquisition of money. Several user names such as: Yung $av, Johnnie 

Cash, BIG MONEY, Young $ Vee, Moe Money, Mr. Money Go Getter, and Mr. 

Hu$tla@22 make specific references to this personality. Text, words, titles and phrases 

such as: Hustler and Hustla, Entrepreneur, Cocaine Dealer, Rap Superstar, and Money 

Man were prominently displayed. Music and music videos including: Money Maker by 

Ludacris, Hustlin’ by Rick Ross, and I’m So Paid by Akon were uploaded and/or 

referenced to in their text. Furthermore, graphics and/or animation posted onto the 

background of their pages (wallpaper) contained glittery and/or colorful images 

resembling: Money signs ($), numerous loose bills scattered throughout the page and/or 

rolled up or stacked in a neat fashion (see Figure 4.6). 

Also commonly depicted on the MySpace profiles were young Black men who 

were highly concerned and/or highly infatuated with his image. This finding would 

strongly support Anderson’s theory that the formulation and constant maintenance of 
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self-image is imperative for young Black males. On MySpace, presentation of oneself as 

fashionable seemed to be tremendously important, as many would align themselves with 

cultural products, sexual insinuations, and/or other individuals in attempts to look stylish 

and/or trendy. In effect, this seemed to send out the message that their life was dominated 

by materialism and/or heavily impacted by the consumption of fashionable products, 

people, places, and/or symbols. Supporting Miller and Kemp’s assertion that cultural 

products were a major component of Black male respectability, numerous items were 

strategically placed throughout their profiles to draw attention and make themselves 

appealing. Numerous pictures would depict the users and/or friends wearing or posing 

with jewelry such as: Earrings, large necklaces/chains, rings, and/or watches. Name 

brand products such as Nike, Reebok, Starter, NBA, and FUBU were worn and/or 

popularly illustrated in many of the photographs and wallpapers throughout the profiles. 

Clothing/apparel such as sports/athletic gear, hats, wave caps, and fashionable shirts, 

jackets, and shoes were all flamboyantly presented. Flashy and/or luxurious cars were 

prominently situated throughout photos and/or wallpapers. Pictures, text, and wallpapers 

would also show the subjects consuming and/or in possession of the illegal drug 

marijuana (or at least at times giving the impression of marijuana), alcohol, and/or 

tobacco use (see Figure 4.7).  

Moreover, the use of an alias to transform their image into a fashionable identity 

was heavily utilized. Names such: Best Dressed Wess, Fly Walka, My Swag is better than 

your Swag, So Fresh and So Clean, Successful, and Fly Brotha 512 were applied to their 

profile in order to be recognized, labeled, and addressed as such. In addition, the display 
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of the user’s body was also used to portray oneself as fashionable. Various pages 

depicted the user’s abdominal, chest, and arm muscles in an attempt to eroticize their 

image. Positioning their unclad upper bodies in unique positions transmitted messages of 

strength, power, and dominance. Furthermore, throughout most of these muscle 

exhibitions, colorful and complex tattoos were also vividly displayed. Tattoos of: 

crucifixes, automobiles (i.e. motorcycles, flashy cars), and text in the forms of 

names/aliases (i.e. Big Mike, Malik Williams), messages (i.e. Luv U 4ever Katherine 

Harrison, R.I.P. Deondre Carter III) were proudly displayed on their upper bodies.     

Also, prominent throughout the MySpace profiles was the insinuation, 

highlighting, and/or boasting of sexual excursions. Throughout its representation, the 

pursuit and/or conquest of sex, seems to take precedence over most and/or all other 

aspects of his life. The desire to sleep with fashionable women and to construct a 

profile/lifestyle in which women constantly surround him was consistently projected. For 

example, it seemed rather pertinent for the subjects to have and/or project that the 

majority of their friends were female. Of the forty profiles that were examined a total of 

3,447 friends were counted. Of which, 2,411 were female friends (69%). Also, it was 

prominent for the subjects to display comments left by female friends, many of which 

showed and/or alluded to having an attraction to/sexual interest with the subject (Figure 

4.8).  

Finally, the music and videos posted onto their site were overwhelmingly 

hypersexual. Music and videos examined in this study such as: Big Pimpin’ by Jay-Z, Hot 

In Herre by Nelly, In Da Club by 50 Cent, Lollipop by Lil Wayne, and Blame It (On the 
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Alcohol) by Jamie Foxx feat. T-Pain was posted onto their profiles and/or playlists. These 

profiles showed an array of rap artists who visually and/or verbally boasted about their 

promiscuous lifestyles. User names such: as Chocolate Dream, I make my girl cum first 

and then I arrive later, I luv u 2 Baby, Mr. Hit Dat Daddy Stroke, Who Ya Girl Want, and 

Your Girl Lovin’ Me all center on their sexual prowess and conquests while frequently 

displaying women of color in sexually revealing clothes and/or positions. Furthermore, 

photos, videos, as well as animated and/or graphics of sexually clad women were 

displayed throughout many of their profiles. In addition, sexually clad photos of 

themselves would be posted (as mentioned earlier) as many of them enjoyed displaying 

their upper body muscles, particularly their ‘six-pack’ (abdominal muscles).          

Outlooks on Black Manhood and the Popular Culture Industry  
 

During the focus group sessions a portion of the questions were formulated to 

assess how the participants interpreted the popular culture industry, particularly media 

portrayals of other Black men. In conjunction, it was my goal to position these 

assessments of media-transmitted representations of Black males, with their own 

outlooks on contemporary Black manhood. This was done in order to ascertain 

dissimilarities as well as their relationships with one another. Replicated focus group 

sessions can be used in order to provide a snapshot into the relationships between Black 

manhood in the United States and their consumption behaviors. Inquiries made 

throughout the sessions, generally fell under the categories of: ‘Black Manhood’, 

‘Growing Up’, ‘Internet’, ‘Films’, and ‘Mainstream Media’.  
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The Manufactured Experience: Black Identity in a Box  

Throughout the various focus group sessions and examination of popular media 

culture, it became evident that Black men were strongly represented throughout the 

popular culture industry. However, it was apparent early on and all throughout the study 

that the focus group participants were considerably different and far removed from the 

media representations of Black males examined in this study. In fact, the overwhelming 

majority of the focus group members considered current representations to be “negative”, 

misrepresentative of the Black male collective, and/or heavily limited to those associated 

with Hip Hop Culture. The lack of variety in these representations seems to limit the 

spectrum of Black male identity into a consolidated space, which supports Hurt’s analysis 

that Black male identity is trapped into an industrial controlled ‘box’ (Hurt; 2006).  

Henceforth, focus group participant’s repeatedly and strongly critiqued this media 

controlled space and its regimes of Black male representations, which I labeled as ‘The 

Black Box’ (Figure 4.9). These critiques by the focus group participants, supports 

numerous observations made by previous researchers and studies (Hurt 2006; Hopkinson 

and Moore 2006; Bogle 2004; Williams and Thomas 2010; Kelly 1994; hooks 2004; 

Gordon 2009). It was my observation that these critiques commonly position the 

parameters of Black male identity within the Black Box amongst historical stereotypes of 

Black males. Stereotypes such as: Hypersexual, athletic, ultra-cool, criminal, lazy, 

unintelligent, and humorous were repeatedly mentioned by the participants and 

commonly showcased throughout the examined media as staple representations of the 

Black Box.  
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• KANARD; 21; FT. WORTH, TX: The media, all they portray is the brute, the 
athlete, the entertainer.  
 

• KING; 19; HOUSTON, TX: No. Media depicts what they want it to be because 
media goes on what they want to sell. So media is capturing like the thuggish 
black male. 

 
• KING; 19; HOUSTON, TX: Terribly. Vogue is supposed to be an upscale 

magazine. On the front page it shows Lebron James looking like an animal 
hugging a White woman. They also had Kimbo Slice with his hair out, shirt off, 
looking like an animal. Like my professor says, they have that slave mentality (the 
black men).   

 
• JOYDON; 20; BAYTOWN, TX: A show showed Flavor Flave swinging from a 

string looking like a monkey.   
 

• SEMAJ; 19; TEXAS & INDIANA: All commercials you see either they have their 
shirt off, or acting like a baboon or playing sports. There are no commercials 
showing a black CEO. 

 
• GELAD; 20; AUSTIN, TX: Every time, well the majority of the time a Black man 

is portrayed in a movie he’s a liar—like just a sly guy—either he’s unfaithful or 
he’s a gangster and it’s a lot more of that just because people kind of, it sells, so 
that kind of deteriorates the work of a Black man and what we stand for or 
whatever as a people. 

 
• SEMAJ; 19; TEXAS & INDIANA: In my opinion, all black (male) artists are 

either hard, gangster, lazy, or dumb. If you look at most of the videos, they are 
disrespectful. All rap videos, girls are half naked and all the videos have the same 
concept.   

 
• JOYDON; 20; BAYTOWN, TX: The media does produce what they think they can 

sell. The media commercializes thug lifestyle and the hip-hop image. The message 
the media portrays is that this is who you have to be to be successful in life. A lot 
of young boys and men grow up thinking that everything is about money, sex and 
drugs and they should just do whatever they can to get that.   

 
• BENZO; 23; HOUSTON, TX: No because, the imagery portrayed in videos. 

Because black people are always portrayed as being non-educated and white and 
Asians are just the opposite. I know a lot of young people that are heavily 
influenced by Souljah Boy, Bow Wow, and Lil Wayne, and as bad as that is, it’s 
true. 
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This finding is significant as it shows that even though most of the young men 

heavily consume media, they are to varying degrees critical on the quality of the program. 

The participants were unhappy with the popular representations of Black males and many 

felt hopeless that it would one day get any better. However, some of the participants also 

seemed to feel ambivalent about these contemporary Black male images. Even though 

most despised the themes and messages coming from these mediated Black male images, 

most mentioned that they still received gratification from it. Some mentioned that 

representations of Black males has made tremendous strides as there are now more 

Blacks in the media than ever before. This supports much of Diuguid and Rivers (2000) 

work, as they found throughout their study that most of their Black male participants 

didn’t agree with the way that African Americans were represented. However, many also 

felt torn as they perceived it as an achievement within itself that Black people now had 

images that varied and were actually in positions to be able to create ‘some’ of these 

images. 

Music videos and cultural products (rappers, clothes/apparel, alcohol, money, 

flashy jewelry and cars, as well as promiscuous women) were the most common aspects 

of Hip Hop culture that the focus group participants seemed to direct their discussions. 

BET (Black Entertainment Television) was a main transmitter, as they frequently invoked 

it throughout the sessions. The respondents were highly critical of the programming and 

representations of “Black culture” from this nationally syndicated television station. 

Many focused their critiques of BET on Black male culture. Others framed BET as an 
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entity based in the repackaging of historical stereotypes that economically exploit Black 

culture.  

• PATRO; 21; HOUSTON, TX: For example, on BET you’ll see shows like Baldwin 
Hills that is ‘not’ a true image of, a model of, what a young Black man actually 
goes through. So people watchin’ that, figure that Black people do this, in 
Baldwin Hills, and that’s an image I can look at and perceive of how Black 
people live their life. Whereas, they’re not showing kids actually in Compton, you 
don’t see a Compton show on how kids are growing up. That’s basically it, 
because the images aren’t portrayed by the actual people who have gone through 
it, or someone who actually grown up in something that wasn’t a suburb, or feed 
off something that wasn’t a silverspoon.   

 
• MARNAL; 23; LOS ANGELES, CA & HOUSTON, TX: I think it is kind of a 

coincidence that BET videos have some girls wearing skimpy clothes. The videos 
portray black men as chasing tail all the time. The videos don’t show black men 
taking care of families and becoming the men we are supposed to be. 

 
• JABE; 22; VILSECK, GERMANY: No because I see a lot of negative stereotypes 

on TV that I don’t see in real life. I don’t think BET portrays the black image that 
well. 

 
• MR. HOUSTON; 18; DALLAS, TX: I feel like BET doesn’t portray the black man 

well. I think they portray the older black man. In the black movies the dads are 
never there and my friends and I are very into our kids’ lives. 
 

• BENZO; 23; HOUSTON, TX: But then you have the rappers on BET that have the 
songs that talk about vulgar things like give me head. 80% of the stuff you see in 
videos is portrayed sexually and the other 20% is portrayed as strong and 
positive. Sex sells and that is mostly why they do it. 

 
• SEMAJ; 19; TEXAS & INDIANA: I don’t think so because networks like BET 

show the false side of African Americans.  It also shows the stereotypes that 
everyone else thinks of.  Stereotypes like laziness, having chains, being a rapper 
and selling drugs or athletes. 

 
This portion of the study was significant as it supports much of Anderson’s (1999) 

analysis that respectability for young Black males is many times defined and protected by 

their shared experiences. Here, their shared outlook on BET’s misrepresentation of their 
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image and inability to carry out their responsibilities associated with manhood has caused 

them to feel frustrated. Responses were generally saturated with a lot of emotion during 

this portion of the session, as participants seemed distressed by BET, especially when 

their responses revolved around the way in which they showcased Black women.  

• SEMAJ; 19; TEXAS & INDIANA: I think BET is the worst thing we could have 
done for black woman. If you’re not black and turn on BET and see the videos, 
you would think this is how blacks really act in America. It’s bad and we need to 
do something about it. 

 
• JERSEY; 20; HOUSTON, TX: I feel like the representation of black women on 

BET is very negative, but, I feel that sometimes all the blame is put onto the 
rappers. I’m not saying that some of the rapper’s don’t deserve some of the blame 
but, I feel like some of the record executives, media executives, the people who 
are allowing these images to fill people’s homes and these other media outlets, 
are just as responsible, and they are often times the unseen perpetrators against 
these crimes against Black women. I think that a lot of these rappers are pawns, 
and they’re being used in this proverbial chess game, as pawns in order to 
advance a certain objective. And I think that this objective is to show that black 
women can be, that they’re objects, basically nothing. And this troubles me, I feel 
like a lot of the times we don’t discuss the root of the issue. As Brotha Samori [UT 
Grad. Student] always says, we handle the fruit, but we don’t deal with the root. 
 

• GELAD; 20; AUSTIN, TX: You can’t turn the TV onto BET without seeing a half 
naked women—white, black whatever these days. Sex sells so basically women 
are sex toys period. That’s how they’re looked at, that’s how they’re treated for 
the majority in the United States. And I know me being…Like I used to play 
football. Locker room talk—I mean that’s how we talk about women really so I 
mean if you want to get down to it, it starts with us. It starts with how we treat 
them. It starts with how we raise them and as black men as well so it’s really the 
parents. We got to take more responsibility and represent us better. 

 
Their responses are strongly reminiscent of a previous study (Harvey 1999) which 

explored the perceptions that young African American males had about rap music and its 

impact on their views about women. The major findings were that despite the images of 

violence and sexual conquest in many popular rap songs, participants in his study 
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affirmed a personal view of manhood that includes a rejection of violence and the sexual 

objectification of Black women. The participants’ responses also support critiques from 

Black feminist scholars (Williams 2008; Collins 2005; Fitts 2005; Davis 2004; Morgan 

1999;) that suggests images of Black women depicted throughout rap music videos on 

BET are stereotypes of African American women that characterize them as hypersexual 

and promiscuous.  A study of Black Women in rap music videos (Jones 1997) (Ward; 

Hansbrough; and Walker 2005) was performed which consisted of a content analysis of 

over two hundred Hip Hop music videos that aired on BET. They reported that 58% of 

the videos consisted of women dancing in a sexualized manner and that 42% of the 

women were fondled. Similar to most of the focus group participants in my study, these 

researchers suggest that BET packages Black women and other demographics of women 

as sexual and decorative objects for pleasure.     

A Tale of Success: From Nobody to Somebody 

“Never forgetting where we came from. You see, you are what you are in this world. 
That’s either one of two things; you’re either somebody or you’re nobody” (Frank 
Lucas; American Gangster)  
 

From the transcribed and coded statements throughout the sessions, I determined 

that the most common mediated Black male images and messages being consumed by the 

respondents came in the form of ‘success narratives’. Based on the statements from the 

respondents, it was determined that ‘stories of successes’ were commonly featured 

throughout the use of representations of Black men in the media. These success stories 

generally centered around young Black men rising (or at least having ambitions of rising) 
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from the depths of deprivation into a life of ‘luxury’. Throughout this ‘rags to riches’ 

process, the pursuit and/or obtainment of ‘respect’ seemed to be the main objective.  

In 2005, Houston based rapper Mike Jones gained national popularity from his hit 

single and video ‘Back Then’. Throughout the entire song he compares and contrasts the 

ways he was treated by women (particularly “pretty” and/or sexually promiscuous 

women) before he became famous, and the ways in which he’s treated now because he’s 

“well known”. He makes references that up until he was famous or “hot” as he refers to 

it throughout the song, women did not find him attractive. In his mind, this was a sign of 

disrespect or low status. This is particularly represented in the chorus of the song which 

states,  “Back then they didn’t want me, now hot they all on me” (M. Jones; 2005; chorus 

of song from ‘Back Then’)”. It is important to note and ironic, that this music video 

works in foresight, as the song and video was produced and marketed well before Mike 

Jones received widespread fame and fortune. In fact, this strategy is quite popular in the 

Hip Hop industry where rappers will falsely boast about a “luxurious” lifestyle and use 

their music video to act out and project their materialistic aspirations. It is their desire that 

this will be a self-fulfilling prophecy. Such was the case with Nelly’s hugely successful 

music video Country Grammar (2000), which he raps about his wealth and notoriety 

before he accumulated it, which is evident in the below excerpt from the lyrics of the 

song.  

• “Let me in now, let me in now. Bill Gates, Donald Trump let me in now, spin now, 
I got money to lend my friends now. We in now, candy Benz, Kenwood and 10’s 
now” – (Nelly; 2000; lyrics from song ‘Country Grammar’) 
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Defining Black Manhood  

Black manhood proved to be a challenging term to identify and define. This was 

due in large part to its abstract nature, as well as its many different attributes and 

processes.  As we can see, respectability and the consumption of cultural products are 

central to obtaining and maintaining manhood for Black men in the media. However, 

when specifically asked how they would define Black manhood, rarely would the 

participants ‘directly’ associate respect and cultural products with the attainment of their 

manhood. Instead, in their articulations of Black manhood, it was most common to 

identify it through various hegemonic descriptors that measured their ability to 

successfully carry out certain ‘responsibilities’. These responsibilities of Black manhood 

were generally articulated in two modes: Being able to ‘take care of others’ and ‘take 

care of self’.  

For the participants, being able to take care of others or one’s social 

responsibilities connote the message that Black manhood is strongly based on ‘social-

recognition’. These responsibilities extended into family, community, institutions (i.e. 

organizations, education, employment, etc.), and spiritual/religious establishments. Also, 

roles such as: Leader, protector, provider, and worker (i.e. serving others) were all 

commonly referenced as key attributes of Black manhood.    

• PATRO; 21; HOUSTON, TX: A provider, someone who has that close connection 
with God. To be a spiritual leader. A leader, with so far as in the family and 
having a vision, and carrying that vision out. 

 
• SIMBA; 18; HOUSTON, TX: I personally think that in college that is kind of the 

process you become a man. You are put in a situation where you don’t have your 
comfort zone around you. And that will test you as to if you really are a man or 
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not.  Because when you are with your parents, you kind of have that safety blanket 
behind you or you know around family members. But when you go to college you 
don’t really have that. You have friends but these really aren’t close friends. So I 
think college is like the process of becoming a man. You may think you are before 
but you really find out in college. 
 

• VICTORY; 24; HOUSTON; TX: I think that there are three things that define a 
real man. Number one, is allowing God into your life. Number two, letting God 
focus your life towards your goals.  Number three, allowing God to help develop 
yourself. 
 

• GELAD; 20; AUSTIN, TX: I too consider myself a man, a young man though, that 
has plenty of room for improvements, plenty of room for mistakes. I’m not the 
person that’s going to sit up here in say ‘I’m grown and I don’t need nobody for 
nothin’!’ No. That’s not me because when I leave here I definitely go back home 
and live with my momma and them and they definitely always make sure to 
reiterate every time I leave ‘You’re not grown, because if you’re grown you 
wouldn’t come back here’. It’s kind of like I’m an adolescent that’s breaking out 
of the adolescent mode into young manhood, that’s pretty much what college is 
about, becoming a man, it definitely helps you become one if you’re not so 
definitely by the time you leave college or towards the end you should be more of 
a man than you were when you got there because I definitely have grown 
remarkably since when I first came in so I definitely consider myself being a man. 
 

• TYRESE; 18; LUFKIN, TX: I definitely consider myself to be a man. I keep god 
first and I am very family oriented. My kids are the highlight of my life. I love my 
community no matter how hard it has been on me.   
 

• RICE; 21; HOUSTON, TX: I guess also what it is to be a man is to be willing to 
serve. Because a lot of times you have people in the community who are always 
wanting to show their face all the time, like hey I’m doing this, I’m doing this. But 
they’re not serving; they’re not really getting into all of the grunt-work and 
helping out the community. And the brothers who are doing all of the background 
work and who aren’t getting into all of the limelight and are doing the hard work, 
are the real men. 
 
The ability to take care of himself (or) one’s personal responsibilities connotes the 

message that Black manhood is partly based in self-recognition. For most of the 

participants, the ability to ‘declare’ (Akbar 1991) that they were self-sufficient commonly 

signified a major portion of their manhood. The ability to handle personal responsibilities 
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such as: Money (i.e. bills, finances, etc.), consciousness/education (i.e. being aware 

and/or knowledgeable about the things happening in society/the world), having their own 

house, and driving their own car were all highly prioritized in their lives.  

• TYRESE; 18; LUFKIN, TX: I consider myself as a young man, not a man yet. I 
just turned 18. I still ask mom and dad for money. Men go out and work for it. 
 

• MAGIC; 18; NASHVILLE, TN: Well, me personally, although I’m 18 years old, I 
don’t really feel that I’m a man because I still live with my mom, I’m still in high 
school, I still don’t have my own money. But I still don’t think that I’m a man 
because that’s what society tells me what a man is, if you independent.   
 

• RICE; 21; HOUSTON, TX: “Taking responsibility was about being a man”.  
 

• EMAN; 22; DALLAS, TX: I think I take care of enough business to consider 
myself a man. I might play around, classes are taking care of, everything really is 
taken care of so I mean as long as I’m taking care of business, I’m taking care of 
my responsibilities, I consider myself a man. 
 

• NAILAND; 19; ARLINGTON, TX: Responsibility wise and mentally in a way, I 
feel like I’m a man, but the thing that deprives me from saying I feel like I’m a 
man totally is the financial situation that I’m in. My parents are still paying for 
me to get through college. I’m just saying you are a man when you are 
responsible and totally self reliant financially, physically in every single way to 
provide means for yourself. I’m still dependent on my parents. So in that way, I’m 
still growing into a man. 
 

• JD; 19; ARLINGTON, TX: I don’t think I’ve got to the point as a ‘man’ yet. A 
young man for sure. I’ll take a young man role. Being a man to me is to have a 
house, job, paying taxes. Those are the responsibilities that a man takes on. No 
one is there to tell you everything. 

 
• MARNAL; 23; LOS ANGELES, CA & HOUSTON, TX: I consider myself a man. I 

take care of my responsibilities. Mom and daddy are not there to make your 
decisions and tell you from right and wrong.  Standing by your decisions is what a 
man does. 
 

• KUUMBA: I still go to my parents for advice and money. A real man takes care of 
his business. I’m only 19 years old. There is stuff I want to try and don’t want to 
try.   
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• SEMAJ; 19; TEXAS & INDIANA: I’m in a stage of becoming a man. A grown 
man has a house, wife, and kids. A grown man is someone who tells his little girl, 
don’t let another man disrespect you.  If you don’t have to depend on parents’ 
that is the definition of a man. 
 
As seen from their responses, many of the participants refrained from embodying 

the status of being a ‘man’, and instead would take on alternative titles such as ‘young 

man’ or a ‘growing man’. In fact, for all of the participants, Black manhood was 

generally associated with attributes that were aspirational. In other words, for them Black 

manhood seemed to be something to continually strive for but could never be ‘fully’ 

achieved. It is within these ambivalent spaces that I hypothesize are motivating factors 

for the participant’s hesitation to fully claim their manhood.        

Models of Black Manhood 

Participants of the focus groups were also asked to discuss the influential figures 

in their lives that were responsible for the shaping of their notions of Black manhood. 

Their responses came from an array of sources, especially as differences in their 

upbringing became apparent. Even though socioeconomic backgrounds weren’t focused 

on during the sessions, many invoked it in order to assist them in explaining the 

individuals responsible for their development. Many of the participants felt it was the role 

of Black male figures to transform Black boys into men. Several invoked the adage that 

“a woman can’t raise a boy to be a man; that’s a man’s job”. Many discussed the 

presence of Black male figures within their family, community, and/or peer structures to 

help them develop their formulations of Black manhood. This ranged from biological 
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fathers and/or father figures, Black male friends and/or older peers, as well as family 

members including: Brothers, uncles, male cousins, and even grandfathers.  

• RICE; 21; HOUSTON, TX: I guess you learn it, from my uncle, how just looking 
at him how he’s providing, respectfully, that taught me a lot. Also, other friends 
teaching, this is what you do this is what you don’t do. Also, in college there were 
a lot of mentors that could show me what it meant to be a man, when it was time 
for you to grow up, step up to. 

 
• PATRO; 21; HOUSTON, TX: I basically got everything from my uncles and 

brother, older kids in the neighborhood.  I would say that it was more of the 
wrong influence.  Because that was about learning to be tough, you got to learn 
how to fight, and if we say that you’re going to fight, you’re going to fight! 
[Laughter from Everyone]. That’s basically how it was. I looked up to them for a 
long time.  It went from gangs to we got to get money so we got to do this. You 
ain’t got to get a job, you can sell drugs and do it like this. Certain things that my 
momma tried to keep me away from, so she kind of separated me from my brother, 
where he stayed with my Grandmother and I stayed with her. But still, that was an 
influence that I looked up to because that was my brother.  

 
• LONDON; 20; DALLAS, TX: I don’t know. Just hanging with women…At the 

house, if I fell or something and start crying, everybody want to hug on you ‘Ohhh 
It’s OK, OK’…you need that, I feel like you need that. You don’t want to be soft, 
weak or nothing. Momma couldn’t teach me how to shoot no jump shot, catch no 
football; she didn’t teach me how to work on an engine. She taught me her part 
but it was still men in there teaching the other stuff that needed to be known 
because without the other part I would have probably been a homosexual or 
something… [laughter] you need that man, in general, if you ain’t got that dude 
punching you when you fall down and start crying, you going to be a homo bro…I 
think so”.  

 
• BENZO; 23; HOUSTON, TX: Some of my role models were my dad, my mom, I 

looked up to Dr. King a lot. My current role model is Obama.  I looked up to 
Malcolm X, and also LL Cool J. 

 
• MR. HOUSTON; 18; DALLAS, TX: First and foremost it was my dad.  My older 

brother went to college on a football scholarship. All my uncles that have been in 
and out of jail but they teach me how to stay away from jail. The black male 
teachers I had provided me how to go about life and how to be successful. They 
taught me new and good ways to be successful.  
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• GELAD; 20; AUSTIN, TX: For me, it would have to be my dad just because I’m 
one of the few, privileged guys that can actually say that he had a good father that 
was there. Definitely my dad. He holds down a job and takes care of four kids so 
and I really respect him and look up to him for that so I would definitely have to 
say my pops. 

 
• EMAN; 22; DALLAS, TX: For me, it would probably be my brother. He was a lot 

older than me, sixteen years, so pops wasn’t there but he was so he was the next 
person I looked up to.  

 
However, some didn’t follow the philosophy that only men were responsible for 

the development of a boy into a man. Some discussed the presence of either parent, or 

solely Black female figures as the primary individuals that they receive instruction 

concerning their manhood. In particular, their biological mother and/or grandmother were 

frequently mentioned as active participants in their construction of Black manhood. 

However, those that mentioned Black female figures within these pedagogical roles of 

Black manhood also mentioned the absence of a father in their home and/or a lack of 

“positive” Black male figures in their lives.  

• KANARD; 21; FT. WORTH, TX: I would have to go ahead and say my 
grandmother because it’s from a religious background/aspect, she was always 
speaking the bible and we always knew I didn’t have a father figure so religion 
comes into play and plays a major role whenever you have situations like that.  

 
• LONDON; 20; DALLAS, TX: I would say my momma, if anybody, cause she held 

it down even though she didn’t always have the best so she couldn’t always...It 
was hard for her to help by herself but she made sure to find a way to squeeze out 
everything we needed. 

 
• CHON; 22; AUSTIN, TX: I’m with LONDON on that. My mom was my role 

model but I kind of like took things that a lot of people had positive parts of, 
everybody’s character, because nobody’s perfect, so…because I love my momma 
to death but it may be some things about her that she was lacking that someone 
else may had so I never really just had one role model to look up to…it was like 
ok, so you do this well or this is good about you and kind of just tagged things 
from different people. 
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• LONDON; 20; DALLAS, TX: My momma taught me how to be a man. Even 

though my daddy wasn’t there, you could say he taught me how to be a man 
because I’m everything that he not. He trash. I didn’t do none of the stuff he did. 
I’ the opposite of that person. The only thing me and him share is a name. He 
didn’t finish high school—I did that. He didn’t go to college—I’m doing that. He 
locked up for this, that and the other—I never done that, you know what I’m 
saying? If I had kids, I would be there for them. In order for me to be a man, I feel 
like if I gave you the opposite of what he is and be what my momma was needing 
all them other years that I was coming up. He still taught me how to be a man 
even though he wasn’t there. That was probably the best example he could have 
gave without even being there. 

 
Models of Success: Traditional and ‘Counter-Hegemonic’ Reputations 

 
Not surprisingly, given the nature of my research, it was common for the 

participants to use Black male celebrities as representatives of various aspects of Black 

manhood. Throughout these sessions, several Black male celebrities were mentioned 

and/or critiqued for being “positive” examples of Black manhood due to their success 

with upholding reputable identities throughout the media. Entertainers (i.e. musicians 

[mainly Hip Hop artists], athletes (mainly Basketball and Football) and comedians were 

commonly mentioned. Names such as: Will Smith, Spike Lee, Denzel Washington, 50 

Cent, Lupe Fiasco, Kanye West, Jay-Z, P-Diddy, LeBron James, Michael Jordan, Tiger 

Woods, Jamie Foxx, Steve Harvey, and Chris Rock, were repeatedly evoked by the 

participants.   

However, no two names were stated and represented more often than that of 

newly elected president Barack Obama (who became the first Black president of the US) 

and Lil’ Wayne (who’s amongst the most celebrated and financially successful rappers).  

Even though these two figures came to represent very similar notions of Black male 
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respectability to the respondents, Barack Obama and Lil’ Wayne were characterized as 

two starkly different models of success. Based on responses received from the 

participants about Black men in the media, these two key figures were used to formulate 

a continuum chart (Figure 4.10) that identifies the general range of media representations 

of Black men.         

It is my observation that because these focus groups were conducted within a few 

months after the historic election of Barack Obama, many of the respondents strongly 

identified with the newly elected and first Black president. However, it was also 

determined from the participant’s responses, that President Obama represents the 

pinnacle of Black male respectability; through a traditional “hegemonic” reputation. This 

strongly supports Chin’s analysis on aspirational identities. For the participants, President 

Obama’s respectability seemed to be aligned with his ability to acquire cultural, political, 

and economic capital previously maintained by only White males.  

Furthermore, since several of the participants seemed especially intrigued with 

Lil’ Wayne’s reputation for criminal behavior and promiscuity, it is fitting to use him to 

represent what I refer to as the Gangsta (or) “Counter-Hegemonic” reputation. The 

participants generally associated this type of Black man in the media, as being those that 

construct a reputation that challenges the traditional or ‘acceptable’ notions of Black male 

respectability. According to participant responses, the media representations of Black 

males who take on the Gangsta identity are generally represented as being successful in 

three areas: Sex, dominance (i.e. influence over others), and the ‘bling’ lifestyle (i.e. 

conspicuous spending). It is important to note and distinguish that the vast majority of the 
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participants didn’t ‘directly’ identify themselves and/or their manhood within the 

constructs of the Gangsta. However, they were all undoubtedly fascinated and drawn to 

it. It is my argument that the ability for these young Black men to embrace both of these 

seemingly contradicting ideals of success allows and/or forces them to negotiate their 

individual identity along a continuum between the two.       

Vying For Respectability: Success, Swag, Fashion, Status, and the Consumption of 
Popular Cultural Products 
 
“Jewels and all that, the clothes is all that, come steppin’ to me that’s where you take 
your fall at” (Christopher Wallace; from film ‘Notorious’ [2009]) 
 

In order to obtain more information about how the variables of ‘materialism’ and 

‘media’ impact young Black men, specific questions were formulated for the focus group 

sessions (Appendix C). Questions were designed to determine which types of products 

were popular amongst young Black men, the reasons Black men used them, and if these 

reasons for consumption coincided with the holistic identity of the participants. Several 

of the focus group questions were formulated in order to encourage the respondents to 

talk about their personal and social relationships with cultural products. However, no 

specific corporations, and/or brand names were mentioned in any of the questions, unless 

they were previously mentioned by a respondent during the session. Furthermore, to 

support the findings from the focus group sessions I also used the examined content from 

the music videos, new millennium hood films, and the MySpace profiles. 
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Black Manhood and the Impact of Success Narratives 
 
Given the frequency of how often success narratives were mentioned throughout 

the sessions, I found it imperative to analyze the extent that respondents share and/or 

adopt them into their own outlooks on Black manhood. Participants of the focus group 

sessions would commonly converse about success in relation to hegemonic notions and 

models of manhood, which for them equated to aspirations of a respectable status. These 

aspirations of success by the participants were strongly expressed through more ‘socially 

acceptable’ outcomes such as: Family (immediate and extended), community, 

employment, education, and ‘basic necessities’ (i.e. food, housing, clothing, 

transportation, etc.). 

• LONDON; 20; DALLAS, TX: If anything, I want that house, forget all the cars, 
the clothes, the shoes, I want that house. The house is going to be there long as I 
can pay taxes on the land. Clothes and stuff is going to get too little eventually, 
they going to fade, shoes and stuff they going to get scuffed eventually. Everything 
pretty much going to wear and tear but that house and that land, that’s yours. I’m 
going for that house more than I want all that other stuff they got. I want that 
house. 

 
• KANARD; 21; FT. WORTH, TX: My goals aren’t to have money, to do this or to 

do that, but I’m here in college not because I was just so adamant about coming 
to college and getting the predominately white institution’s education but it’s 
because I want to set myself up to have a good basis for my family. Everything 
that I’m doing right now is for my family. I don’t have any kids right now but 
that’s my mindset. 

 
• JD; 19; ARLINGTON, TX: Like back to what he was saying. If I went pro, I will 

give back to the community. Never forget where you come from before you start 
making all the money. If you were back in your neighborhood would you be 
working at McDonald’s? Go to school before you get the money.   

 
• CHON; 22; AUSTIN, TX: I later understand that a man’s goal in life is success 

and at the end of the day everybody always say success is not nothing unless you 
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have someone to share it with so for the most part, at the end of the road, every 
man would like their one woman, I guess later on, to settle down with. 
 

As we see from the above quotes, responses were overwhelmingly void of much of the 

boastful expressions that were saturated throughout the success narratives in the 

examined popular media. However, the participants were heavily consumed with similar 

themes of social and economic uplift. I find this noteworthy, as many of their success 

narratives paralleled the ‘stories of consciousness’ echoed from early narratives on Black 

manhood (Wright 1944; Ellison 1952). In addition, these findings support arguments 

(Chin 2001; Lamont and Molnar 2001; Anderson 1999; Gordon 2009) that contemporary 

manhood and success for young Black males can be validated through their consumption 

practices.   

SWAG: Contemporary ‘Cool’ 
 
“We’ll buy a lot of clothes but we don’t really need ‘em. Things we buy to cover up 
what’s inside. Cause they made us hate ourselves and love they wealth. That’s why 
shorties hollerin’ ‘Where the Ballers At’!?” (Kanye West; All Falls Down). 

 
As I examined the focus group responses, I was reminded of Kanye West’s hit 

song All Falls Down (2004). In the song, West critiques the culture industry’s profound 

influence on the ways in which Black youth express themselves. Much of his analysis in 

the song can be used to support many previous studies (Chin 2001; Lamont and Molnar 

2001; Majors and Billson 1992; Kelley 1994; Carter 2005; Anderson 1999; hooks 2004) 

with assertions that many young Black males place a high value on material possessions, 

as it allows them to acquire various forms of respectability. In particular, he addresses the 
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social and psychological insecurities of the Post Hip Hop generation. He places these 

insecurities as a causal factor in their high involvement in conspicuous consumption. 

Similar to Major and Billson’s analysis of prior generations of young Black men 

embodying ‘cool’ to garner respectability, the Post-Hip Hop generation has embraced the 

notion of ‘swag’ as a means of acquiring respectability. Throughout the focus group 

sessions, when asked to define swag and how it operates throughout Black male and 

media culture, many different answers were given. However, the comments shared many 

common features. ‘Personality’, ‘appearance’, and ‘confidence’ were the most common 

descriptors applied to their definitions of swag. 

• DONALD; 20; HOUSTON, TX: Swag is an urban word for personality. 
 
• CHON; 22; AUSTIN, TX: Appearance plus confidence equals swag” 

 
• JD; 19; ARLINGTON, TX: Swag is just basically personality, that’s what it boils 

down to if you got a strong personality, you’re confident, you’re not timid 
basically.  

 
• JOYDON; 20; BAYTOWN, TX: Swag is confidence, how you carry yourself, and 

what makes you uncommon from other people. 
 

• CK; 24; HOUSTON, TX: Swag goes along with style, and the appeal, and the 
gear that goes in the videos. 
 

• SEMAJ; 19; TEXAS & INDIANA: Look at Lil Wayne. When you walk in the room, 
everyone else is like “Damn”. (i.e.- Swag) How one carries themselves. 
 

• GELAD; 20; AUSTIN, TX: Swag is just basically personality, that’s what it boils 
down to if you got a strong personality, you’re confident, you’re not timid 
basically. I don’t want to say cocky but that’s kind of what it really is just kind of 
being a little cocky because definitely Wayne’s (Lil Wayne) cocky, right? 
 

• JOYDON; 20; BAYTOWN, TX: It has a lot to do with your personal confidence 
and how you carry yourself. Some people can go out and buy a lot of designer 
stuff and then they feel like they have swag. But others can just throw on some 
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regular jeans and a t-shirt and feel they have swag. It’s really how confident you 
feel in yourself. 
 
Fashion seemed to be an essential feature of swag and an important tool that is 

utilized by the young men to establish status amongst their peers. Apparel companies 

were the most frequently invoked forms of ‘popular’ cultural products among the 

respondents. Apparel brand names such as: Jordan’s or Nike, Ralph Lauren, Louis 

Vuitton, Rocawear, and Ed Hardy were brought up several times throughout the sessions. 

Apparel accessories such as colognes, deodorants, chains, and even backpacks were also 

mentioned. Other brand name cultural products were mentioned by the respondents as 

being popular choices of young Black men. Luxury cars such as: Mercedes Benz, Infinity, 

and Cadillac were mentioned throughout the sessions in reference to swag. Brand name 

liquors were also cited: Ciroc, Hypnotic, and Amaretto Sour. In some instances, body 

tattoos and piercings were identified as sources of swag.  

Fashion as it relates to ‘swag’ was an essential feature portrayed in the music 

videos examined in the study, as the stylized male figures were generally displayed 

alongside of sexualized women of color (Figures 4.11a-4.11b). Trendy and bright colored 

apparel was heavily displayed throughout the music videos, as hats worn at unique 

angles, wave caps, and athletic gear were the most represented apparel displayed. Flashy 

jewelry was also a highly fashionable representation as gold, diamonds, silver, and 

platinum: Chains, fillings (teeth), earrings, and rings were all heavily displayed. Luxury 

and/or expensive cars were also frequently displayed. Cars were generally shown 
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illuminated with reflected light bouncing off a bright colored paint job and/or off large 

and elaborate rims from the wheels of the vehicle (Figure 4.12a&b).  

Fashionable activities were also embedded within these music videos. Most 

involved the use of one or a combination of: Money, violence, alcohol, and/or sexual 

gestures. Activities such as: Posing/posturing with money, jewelry, cars, alcohol bottles, 

and/or with other Black men, throwing money at the camera, fighting and/or making 

threatening gestures, driving fast or casually strolling in a fancy car, and pouring out 

alcohol were among the most fashionable activities displayed (Figures 4.13a & 4.13b). 

As well, talents being displayed such as: Aggressive rapping/rhyming/singing, stylistic 

and sexually revealing dancing/body movements, as well as hand-signing/gesturing to the 

beat of the music and/or the rhythm of quick cut editing techniques were also fashionable 

activities.  

I also observed in the music videos that many of these fashionable talents would 

pay homage to fashionable settings/environments. Many of the rappers used coded and/or 

rhythmic verbal messages, hand signals/gesturing, and trendy dance/body movements in 

their videos to acknowledge territorial affiliations (i.e. particular sets, neighborhoods, 

and/or greater regions of the country). While other fashionable talents embedded in the 

aesthetics of the music videos paid homage to various environments. The club 

environment at night or the street settings (poor/urban surroundings) during the day were 

the more popular representations to showcase the above mentioned fashion and cultural 

products. Alcohol glasses and/or bottles were also commonly showcased throughout 

these settings/activities. 
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Most respondents appeared to have a very strong knowledge and familiarity with 

‘popular’ cultural products, the companies that produce them, and the status conferred. 

Several respondents described clothing, apparel, and other products that impact physical 

appearance in relation to their definitions of swag. Most mention not only the profound 

impact that it has on how they feel about themselves, but also how others feel about them.  

• PATRO; 21; HOUSTON, TX: It makes you feel comfortable. Because you know 
you being seen, you know you being looked at. It’s like you walkin’ through; you 
know what you got on. I’m like I know I’m wearin’ Ed Hardy, I don’t need to tell 
anyone its Ed Hardy, they can look and see. It’s that status, that kind of swag you 
have. That’s the new word for the new millennium. [All laugh in agreement].   
 

• EMAN; 22; DALLAS, TX: That’s the whole thing, that’s the whole thing about 
being your own self and being your own self and doing it in a way where other 
people can be like ‘I like how he carries himself’ and that’s when they’ll label you 
‘He got a nice swag’.  
 

• PATRO; 21; HOUSTON, TX: “Growing up, I came up around a neighborhood 
where you’re known by; the popular ones were known by their price tags. If 
you’re wearin’ J’s [Jordan’s], my Mama followed the same motto, so I was 
wearin’ Jordans. And that stuck with me forever. So whenever I go into 
FootAction, I’m looking at J’s, I wanna know where the J’s are, where are the 
Force’s at [Air Force Ones]. Or when I want a car or something, I’m askin, you 
know I see you got those Honda’s over there, but I wanna know where the 
Infinities are at, where the Mercedes at? That’s real, it’s a whole status thing with 
everything. Or when you in the club, you don’t want to be the one sippin on 
Armoretto Sour, you wanna be the one holdin’ a bottle of Cerot” [All burst into 
laughter that shows agreement]. 

 
• KING; 19; HOUSTON, TX: Everyone has their certain swag, but it’s how other 

people feel about your swag. I could wear Rockawear jeans and T’s around some 
people and they would think I had no swag and if I come around these dudes 
wearing suits and stuff, they may say the same thing, because that’s them. It all 
depends on who you are around, but in actuality everybody has swag, like there is 
no actual definition about what your swag is. Like you don’t see those jeans and 
say that’s swag; those are not swag. 
 

• CK; 24; HOUSTON, TX: You’ll see Kanye West on stage wearing a Louis Vuitton 
backpack. What happens? You go to a high school, everyone’s wearing a fake 
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Louis Vuitton backpack on and a pink polo shirt. I don’t know what the world was 
thinking? Like Kanye West’s new heartless style with the broken heart on his 
chest. 

 
Many of the above responses are striking as they reflect a keen awareness of how 

peers assess them and how these assessments are many times influenced by current 

marketing practices and products (Patton 2006; Britt 2006). In fact, many found comfort 

in embracing it for their own benefit as many discussed the ways in which they were 

judged according to current fashion trends. Supporting assertions made by Kemp and 

Miller (2006), Black youth and other youth demographics position social groups and 

name brand products as top priorities in their lives as they are seen as symbols of prestige 

and power. Also, much of Elizabeth Chin’s analysis of aspirational marketing and 

identities can be applied towards the participant’s responses. Many communicate similar 

notions outlined in her breakdown of ‘slave fashion’ (Chin 2001) as they seemingly strive 

for dominant “White” ideals of success and/or respectability throughout their personal 

appearance. Here issues of race, class, sex, and gender become illuminated as many 

discuss the benefits of consuming fashionable products and marketing their swag.  

• MR. HOUSTON; 18; DALLAS, TX: To be drinking the same type of drink that P-
Diddy is drinking. P-Diddy is successful and there is a connection that I want to 
get. If a girl sees me drinking the same drink P-Diddy is, she might think that I 
have the money and be interested. 
 

• JERSEY; 20; HOUSTON, TX: In society people look at brands like Ralph Lauren 
to be higher class than say those from Wal-Mart. It’s just how society is. 
 

• EULAND; 21; WOODBRIDGE, VA: It depends on the situation. I definitely feel 
that when I go to student government meetings that I have to have a whole 
different kind of swag… It’s a different kind of swag. It’s a business situation so I 
have to be on my game to show them that I’m doing what I need to do being the 
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only black man in an organization of about 170 odd people. I can relax. I can be 
cool. I can lean a little bit with my walk. 
 

• MR. HOUSTON; 18; DALLAS, TX: A different scale of swag is like Obama. His 
respect level is amazing. It’s very important. 
 

• DONALD; 20; HOUSTON, TX: The music videos send out the message to young 
Black men that if you consume these products like the rappers do, then you too 
will also be able to enjoy the same luxuries that you see the rappers in the videos 
with.  
 

• NAILAND; 19; ARLINGTON, TX:  My roommate is Hispanic and he asked what 
is swag. I told him it’s confidence, the way you carry themselves. The way you 
walk etc… It goes along with being cool. Cool is derived from slavery. The Sambo 
was the irresponsible one. The mammy was the asexual; she was usually the 
leader of the house. So when we got out of slavery, you know…We are very 
cautious and very protective so we put on a “cool front”. 

 
 Under the Influence: Negotiating Materialism and Black Manhood 
 
“My flow, my show brought me the dough. That bought me all my fancy things. My crib, 
my cars, my pools, my jewels. Look ni**a, I done came up, and I ain't changed”. (50 
Cent; In Da Club). 

 
As society becomes further engulfed in media and media technologies, educators 

shouldn’t be surprised when overlaps occur between the realms of a manufactured society 

and the physical “real” world. Throughout this study, determining the extent of the 

media’s influence on the expressions of Black manhood became difficult as these two 

worlds often seem indistinguishable. When participants were asked questions concerning 

aspects of ‘materialism’ in relation to their outlooks on Black manhood, many seemed to 

challenge and/or shift their original constructions of Black manhood. The struggles 

between these contradicting ideals of Black manhood were evident, particularly in their 

responses concerning their principled stances towards ‘money’ and ‘fashion’. As outlined 

earlier when respondents defined Black manhood and discussed their value system, clear 
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distinctions were made between the amount of wealth they’ve accumulated and their 

ability to be socially respected. However, in this new line of questioning they seemed 

insecure with their responses and at times unable to differentiate between the two. In fact, 

many times throughout this portion of the session they would acknowledge the 

contradictions within their own responses.  

Money: 

• EULAND; 21; WOODBRIDGE, VA: I think the financial thing has a big impact. 
That does kind of smack you into manhood a little bit when you can’t just call 
somebody up and ask them for $20. 

 
• MAGIC; 18; NASHVILLE, TN: As far as money goes, I do agree with the phrase 

that money can’t buy happiness. I agree with that 100%. But money will pay the 
bills. Put food on the table. Clothes on your back. You know take care of your 
family. 
 

• KUUMBA: Money does not last forever. With all that said, you have to make a 
limited amount of money to last a lifetime. Making money to provide for your 
family is the key. The purpose is to make a lot of money to support your family. 
 

• JABE; 22; VILSECK, GERMANY: No and yes because I don’t need certain things 
you see. But yes because when I go to the strip club I have to take a certain 
amount of money and do what I see in the videos. 
 

Fashion: 
 

• JABE; 22; VILSECK, GERMANY: I don’t trust Rocawear, I stay away from the 
mainstream stuff. Well I can’t say that now because I have Nike’s on. I pick and 
choose to make myself to be what I want to be.  

 
• DONALD; 20; HOUSTON, TX: I think that we realize that they don’t make you. 

But, it’s a materialistic society and most people tend to value clothes, because 
some of them can’t show what kind of person they are, just by their actions. It 
takes an outside factor, materialistic factor to show what kind of person they are. 
 

• JD; 19; ARLINGTON, TX: I might throw the pants on that they might have, as 
well as the shirt, but never the whole outfit. People might automatically assume 
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that I’m trying to be like so and so.  I’m not entirely copying the whole style of the 
artist. You switch up the wardrobe every now and then.  

 
Governing Principles: Importance of Swag and Status for Young Black Manhood 

I was compelled to understand ‘why’ swag and status in relation to the 

consumption of cultural products (as articulated by the focus group participants), played 

such a significant role in establishing manhood in the lives of young Black men. Since 

questions about swag and status weren’t on my list of primary focus group questions 

(Appendix C), I used follow up questions in order to investigate its importance. 

Responses from the young men centered on its ability to supply them with agency (i.e.-

empowerment). For them, agency was utilized primarily for two purposes: ‘Survival’ and 

‘social recognition’.  

• VIC: If a Black man doesn’t have swag in this society, he is not going to make it. 
He will not be able to provide for his family, if he has a family. He wouldn’t even 
become a man… It’s shameful.  

 
• VIC: Because you wouldn’t be able to grow, to learn, you wouldn’t be able to 

observe, to think on your own. You’d be depending on somebody else. And if you 
don’t have that swag to carry you on or to meet people, you’d just be like [in a 
small boy’s voice] I don’t know what I’m going to do today, momma, I just don’t 
know what to do [everyone laughs]. 
 

• MARNAL; 23; LOS ANGELES, CA & HOUSTON, TX: I think it’s important. It’s 
already hard for a black man as it is. It’s something new that everyone is saying. 
The dominant figures today do have swag. They walk with their chin up. It’s 
important because it provides assurance. Everything else will fall in line.   

 
• DONALD; 20; HOUSTON, TX: Swag, if you don’t have it. I mean people many 

times are known by their swag. Everybody has a different swag, a different way 
that they carry themselves. Sometimes if you’re not known then people will pay 
attention to your swag, the way they carry themselves. They may not know your 
name, but they know how you present yourself. And if that’s not present, then they 
may not have a reason to want to get to know you. That’s like a person that walks 
around with their head down. You can’t look at that person and see anything 
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positive about them, cause maybe they see insecurities within themselves. So 
that’s how swag kinda works. 
 

As we can see from many of the responses, some of the participants appear obsessed with 

notions of swag and status. However, similar to studies by Anderson (1999) as well as 

Majors and Bilson (2004), many felt that taking on this identity was vital to their very 

existence as men. In addition, many of the young men articulated how important it was as 

a Black man to be: Unique (i.e. stand out from everyone else), and self-assured (i.e. 

confident in their abilities) when presenting themselves to the public. Displaying their 

swag and status to society in various unique and/or self-assured ways, allowed them to be 

socially noticed and respected. An overwhelming majority of the respondents described 

their own experiences (or witnessing other Black male peers) of using/wearing cultural 

products in order to gain ‘respectability’ (status) such as: Respect, money, power, and 

women.  

Finally, the MySpace profiles, music videos, and hood films that were examined 

in the study strongly supported the focus group participant’s analyses. Survival and social 

recognition proved to be significant reasons why Black men seem to find the principles of 

swag and status to be important. Fashionable women, cars, jewelry, clothing/apparel, 

money, and large homes were represented throughout the examined media. These 

material possessions seemed to heavily impact the ways that the respondents defined 

and/or expressed their manhood. Because manhood for these young Black men is a 

journey to gain respect in society, and is rooted in the deficiencies within a shared 

experience, they’re unable to fully achieve manhood. For these young Black men, the 
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process of manhood operates in a circular fashion, and repeats itself in an ongoing 

manner in attempts to fill this void.  

Summary 
 

Black manhood proved to be a difficult term to define throughout this study, as it 

is tightly interwoven with several factors that construct contemporary Black male 

identity. The consumption of popular media and cultural products by the participants has 

a profound impact on the performance of Black manhood throughout the Post Hip Hop 

generation. Even though their conceptualizations and expressions of Black manhood vary 

with each individual and sometimes contradict their outlooks, significant and valid 

commonalities were identified when examining them as a holistic entity. Definitions of 

Black manhood were generally aspirational, as most felt they were in a transitional state 

from boyhood to manhood. For the participants, ‘success’ was the greatest common 

denominator that allowed them to obtain. The participants stated numerous ways in 

which success could be gained. However, it was most commonly expressed through 

traditional achievement: Employment/the accumulation of money, social recognition, 

education, leadership in the community and/or amongst peers, independence, as well as 

consumption for the sake of providing the ‘basic needs’ (i.e. housing, clothes, food, car/s, 

etc.) for family. Even though the participants referred to many descriptors and 

personalities to reference success, hegemonic (traditional) or counter-hegemonic 

(gangsta) reputation was used to distinguish each. President Barack Obama represented 

the pinnacle of a traditional reputation of Black male success, while rap icon Lil Wayne 

was used to embody a ‘gangsta’ reputation of Black male success. It became apparent 
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that most of the participants negotiated their own identities along a continuum that ranged 

between the two reputations.   

  Respectability established itself as a significant factor, as it was highly valued 

amongst both the respondents and the mediated depictions of young Black men. Respect 

appeared to be such an integral quality for young Black men that I found it to be 

synonymous with ‘Black manhood’. However, even though very similar themes emerge 

between the two, respect played out differently throughout the discourse analysis in 

relation to the focus group participants. Black males in the examined media were 

overzealous in their attempts to acquire respect as they were saturated with 

sensationalized depictions of hypermasculinity (i.e.- ultra violence, hypersexuality, 

hypermaterialism, domination of other men, etc.). In stark contrast, the Black men in the 

focus groups mainly discussed the acquisition of respect through the previously 

mentioned realms of ‘white’ male or hegemonic success.  

Conversely, these attempts to gain and/or maintain respectability were also 

closely aligned with fashionable products. Consumed and desired products such as trendy 

clothing and apparel, large homes, and flashy automobiles linked the focus group 

participants with the mediated representations of Black males examined in the study. The 

popular terminology of ‘swag’, which parallels the usage of the term ‘cool’ by previous 

generations, assisted greatly in helping me to better understand their relationships to these 

products. With their embodiment of swag, they’re able to try on counter-hegemonic 

identities, which similar to Majors’ and Bilsons’ analysis of ‘cool’ are seen as vital for 

Black men, and is used as a survival mechanism. Similar to the data extracted from the 
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discourse analysis, fashionable products such as: clothing, cars, jewelry, women, and 

even media devices such as cell phones provide the Post Hip Hop generation with swag, 

and possibly at times the fuel needed to propel them into “full” manhood. However, 

maintaining this identity of swag proves to be problematic as the focus group participants 

struggle to maintain their original outlooks on Black manhood. Due to the perpetual use 

of these cultural products, they feel that swag helps them to establish and maintain their 

identity, but it is also apparent that it causes them to negotiate between the two.  
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CHAPTER FIVE- CONCLUSION  
 

Conclusion 

Throughout this study, it became apparent that media played a vital role in the 

lives of the young Black men in the focus group sessions. Normally, it wasn’t a major 

topic that they would automatically address. However, when asking them questions 

concerning their daily interaction and involvement with media, it proved to seize a 

sizable portion of their day, and ultimately life. Understanding the media forces at work 

on me throughout youth, I can relate to some extent their experiences with media that 

they shared throughout this study. However, unlike my upbringing, they deal not only 

with television, but also monopolized radio stations, iPods, and social media networks 

such as MySpace, Facebook, and Twitter. In addition, they are also constantly inundated 

with convenient and addictive devices such as: Mobile phones, laptops, and endless 

amounts of the internet which seems to be available on just about any electronic device.  

I chose to explore young Black male’s media behaviors and environments for 

several reasons. For many years now I’ve been intrigued with the current 

conceptualizations of manhood as it pertains to Black men in the United States. Questions 

such as “At what point does a Black boy become a man”? “Can he declare this status 

himself, or is this a family/social decision?” have often left me bewildered. The loss of 

our rites of passage practices into adulthood (both Black males and females) and our lack 

of manhood models that take into account our collective experiences and challenges that 

we face in this country (Baruti 2004), have shaped my research interests. With many in 

our community and throughout the media stating that Black manhood is in a “crisis” I 
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feel it significant to understand exactly who we are ‘today’ as a Black male collective, 

who we think we are, and what are we striving to become?  

Furthermore, my focus on the post hip hop generation of young Black men is 

stimulated by the lack of narratives made visible throughout both popular culture and 

academic spaces. We constantly see their image, but we rarely hear personal accounts. 

Freshly entering and/or establishing the “legal” age and dominant notions of manhood, 

we seldom hear their opinions about their current experiences and the issues that they 

face. Seeing how their input is almost never included makes it easier to understand how 

their image is commonly misrepresented and misunderstood. Several other studies in the 

field (Watkins 1998; Neal 2005; Majors 1992; K. Thomas 2009; Gordon 2009; Hurt 

2004; Kelley 1994, 1997; Boyd 1997; L. Moore 2010) have determined that mediated 

representations of Black male culture are typically inaccurate or marred by a lack of 

complexity. In fact, many of the focus group participants were rather passionate and long 

winded when speaking about the media’s misrepresentation of them, as a lot of pain and 

frustration was communicated. They were particularly ardent about being constantly 

portrayed on BET as criminals, thugs, athletes, buffoons, womanizers, and deadbeat 

fathers as they expressed that this was only a small segment of the Black male collective.  

In addition, the consumption of fashionable products was also talked about 

heavily as many discussed the media’s marketing and advertising practices, and the 

messages that target their generation. Many of these discussions revealed a complex and 

intimate relationship with the products that they consume which is constantly negotiated. 

Similar to Kelley’s (1994) analysis, these negotiated spaces in Black youth culture, 
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provide sites of resistance and power for young Black males. Throughout these spaces, 

their value system is clearly impacted as they negotiate their previously stated beliefs, 

principles, and behaviors associated with manhood. Many of the young men I 

interviewed argue that media transmits to them that money, respect, and material 

possessions are more important than anything else in the lives of young Black males. 

Even though these young men internalize and practice various elements from this 

mediated message, they still constantly struggle to uphold personal and hegemonic 

notions of manhood. Here, I’m constantly reminded of the struggles faced by the 

character of Walter Lee played by Sidney Poitier in the famous award winning film A 

Raisin in the Sun (1961) (i.e. originally a Broadway play written by Lorraine Hansberry). 

Here, Poitier brilliantly acts out the frustrations of a young Black man in the society that 

he lives in. Lee believes that in this world, human worth is measured by money and not 

by the values of pride and integrity in which his mother and late father practiced. This is 

represented below in the brief exchange between Lee and his mother.   

Mama: Son— How come you talk so much ‘bout money? 
Walter: (With immense passion) Because it is life, mama! 
Mama: (Quietly) Oh—(Very quietly) So now it’s life. Money is life. Once upon a time freedom 
used to be life— now it’s money. I guess the world really do change… 
Walter: No— it was always money, Mama. We just didn’t know about it. 
Mama: No… something has changed. (She looks at him) You something new, boy… 
Walter: (A long beat. He pats her hand and gets up) You just don’t understand, Mama, you just 
don’t understand.  
(Excerpts from Lorraine Hansberry’s screenplay ‘A Raisin in the Sun’; 1958) 
 

Nowhere was this mentality and/or value system more apparent than within the 

examination of the MySpace pages. The presentation of expensive merchandise and 

fashionable lifestyles culture’ was ritualized throughout their personal profiles. This 
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supported Lamont and Molnar’s (2001) position on conspicuous consumption and bell 

hooks’ (2004) analysis on ‘gangsta’ culture. Throughout these profiles, athletic/sports 

clothing and apparel, posing w/ jewelry and fashionable cars, women, and drugs (alcohol, 

tobacco, and marijuana), as well as infatuation with self/body image took precedent over  

all other facets of their projected identity. Also, Majors and Bilson’s analysis of cool and 

cool posing was heavily present throughout the profiles as the Black males utilized 

MySpace as a tool for ‘campaigning for respect’ in ways that were similar to Anderson’s 

notions of Black men, the code of the street, and self-representation.  

However, it is important to note that the focus group participants were not 

oblivious to the powerful influence that the media industry had in their lives. On the 

contrary, several seemed very knowledgeable about the industry and were active 

participants in this process. A few admitted that media had a profound impact on the 

Black male collective (including themselves and young Black boys) especially when 

discussing the development of their manhood and/or value system. However, most 

seemed to be in denial about various impacts of the media on their formulations of Black 

manhood, as several of their own statements seemed to contradict each other. I suspect 

that these contradictions came as a result of being socially influenced to simultaneously 

navigate between two conflicting ideals of Black male success (i.e. Traditional vs. 

Gangsta), while embodying ‘swag’ in order to ultimately attain “whiteness” (Chin 2001).       

This study will provide a unique contribution to existing scholarship because it is 

an important and timely study within a growing field of inquiries examining the complex 

experiences, lives, and practices of young African American men. Many recent studies 
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(Watkins 2009; Pew 2010; MacArthur 2010; Kaiser 2010) have stated that Black and 

Latino youth are amongst the earliest and highest users of social media and new media 

technologies. These same studies also state that Black and Latino youth set the style for 

the rest of the youth demographics to follow. With such a heavy investment in 

contemporary Black male culture throughout popular media culture, will undoubtedly 

produce future scholarship in these areas of study. Asante Jr. (2008) argues that as 

today’s Black youth delve deeper into the new millennium, media and technology will 

become an ever increasing presence in their lives. Furthermore, this will continually 

distance them from the Hip Hop generation, as they face distinct issues pertaining to their 

collective experiences that shape the world.                   

Limitations and Future Studies 

 This study has several limitations. Most limitations were due to time constraints 

and restricted sample sizes, as several research questions, themes, and demographics had 

to be condensed to be properly analyzed. Socioeconomic status wasn’t directly gathered 

throughout the data collection process, as I encountered uncertainties about 

confidentiality. However, it would be interesting to explore how issues of class impact 

Black male exposure to and interpretation of media, consumption behaviors, as well as 

notions and performances of Black manhood.  

Age restrictions were factors that profoundly limited the scope of this research, as 

only Black males between the ages of eighteen to twenty-five were examined. Black 

males over the age of twenty-five are also important, as many people throughout society 

conceptualize twenty-five as the beginning of a new level of maturity for males. It would 
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be interesting in later explorations to determine how this ‘next stage’ in adulthood 

impacts consumption and performances of Black manhood. Also, the human subject’s 

process for minors was too time-consuming for me to include them in this study. 

However, Black males under the age of eighteen are significant to the holistic framework 

of this type of study, as it is important to understand their experiences before entering 

‘legal’ adulthood. According to Miller and Kemp (2006), Black tweens (ages 8 to 14) are 

one of the most sought after groups by marketing agencies. As well, older Black teens 

(ages 15 to 19) are more likely to “search for self-identity and independence” (Miller and 

Kemp 2006). Further scholarship is paramount because even though new media trends 

are heavily focused on these groups, very little data in the field exists on these 

demographics.                      

Since this project was limited to Black males within Austin, TX, and its greater 

regions, my next project will look to replicate aspects of this study in various urban and 

rural areas of the US. Particularly, regions in and surrounding: Houston, Dallas, Atlanta, 

Oakland, Los Angeles, New York, Philadelphia, Chicago, Phoenix, and Miami are of 

interest due to sizable Black populations. Moreover, even though the young Black men 

who participated in the focus group sessions came from a wide variety of backgrounds, 

and that most sessions were held at various locations throughout the city, most 

participants were college students. The shared environments of my networks weren’t 

given enough consideration as the “randomness” of the sample may have been affected. 

In addition, it would also be enlightening with future projects to replicate aspects of this 
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study across other popular platforms used by Black males such as: Twitter, Facebook, 

Youtube, iPods, and videogames.  

As Black male identity moves further into the new millennium, and as technology 

continues to evolve, new generations of young Black males emerge. It would be 

interesting in a comparative study to contrast the technology use of the current generation 

of young Black men to the emerging generations. Finally, even though young Black men 

are seen as ‘trendsetters’ in many aspects of popular culture, the impacts of social media 

and new media technologies are also felt amongst Black female demographics. It would 

also be very informative to see how young Black women’s consumption of media and 

cultural products influence their notions and performances of Black womanhood.    
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